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Jagmohan Singh
Amritsar

in a rakhi (raksha Bandhan) 
bonanza to the women in the 
state, the punjab Chief Min-
ister Bhagwant singh Mann 
on Wednesday handed over 
appointment letters to 5714 
anganwadi workers in the so-
cial security, Women and Child 
development department of 
the state.

addressing the gathering in 
a state level function organized 
here at the guru nanak dev 
university campus, the Chief 
Minister reiterated that the pun-
jab government is committed for 
the welfare of every section of the 
society. He said that to channel-
ize the unbounded energy of the 
youth of the state, the punjab 
government has given jobs to 
more than 35,000 youth. Bhag-
want singh Mann said that the 
entire recruitment process has 
been carried in a transparent 
manner and jobs have been given 
to youth completely on merit. 

the Chief Minister said that 
the state government is also en-
suring the well being of all em-
ployees and workers for inclusive 
development of the state. He said 
that the record number of jobs 
given to youth have empowered 
them by making them partners in 
socio-economic development of 
the state. Mann said that the role 

of anganwadi workers is vital as 
they play a crucial role in groom-
ing and overall development of 
children at a tender age.

the Chief Minister assured 
the gathering that the state gov-
ernment will take path breaking 
initiatives for the welfare of the 
anganwari workers in the forth-
coming days thereby ensuring 

that they don’t face any hardship 
during smooth discharge of their 
services. striking a personal chord 
with the anganwadi workers on 
the occasion of rakhri festival, 
he said that it is a matter of im-
mense pride and satisfaction that 
now daughters are outshining the 
boys in every field and parents are 
proud to raise a daughter. He  said 
that girls have proved their mettle 
in every sphere of life and all of us 
should encourage them to follow 
their dreams for the betterment 
of the society and the country.

the Chief Minister bemoaned 
that earlier daughters were 
dubbed as ‘Kudiya-Chidiya’ but 
now through their hard work, 
determination and perseverance 
the girls have proved that they are 
actually ‘sherniya’ (lioness). He 
said that it is the bounden duty of 
the state government to empower 
the girls by opening new vistas of 
education and employment for 
them. Mann said that he firmly 
believes that given a chance the 
girls can script a new success story 
in any arena of life.

New Delhi:Circular business 
models have the potential to at-
tract revenue potential of usd 7 
billion by 2035, according to a 
joint report by india Cellular & 
electronics association (iCea) 
and accenture issued Monday.

a total of six circular busi-
ness models, including circular 
design, repair, and resell, can 
reshape the electronics sec-
tor, driving economic growth 
and boosting resilience.  “the 
projected market size for these 
circular models is valued at usd 
13 billion by 2035. yet, the total 
addressable market, achievable 
through the public and private 
partnerships, increases to usd 
20 billion, revealing an untapped 
potential of 35%,” the report 
said. the circular economy ap-
proach in electronics domain 
must outgrow its role in e-waste 
management to evolve into a 
powerhouse for resilience, re-
source efficiency, and economic 
growth.

india’s dynamic circular 
electronics policy framework 
is undergoing a metamorphosis, 
driven by the pivotal e-Waste 

Management (eWM) rules and 
the strategic prioritization of 
e-waste by niti aayog.

the report highlighted that 
failure to embrace the circular 
transition could affect approx. 
1-3% of electronics industry’s 
eBitda, leading to potential 
revenue loss. india’s unique 
socio-economic and manufac-
turing landscape, a strategic 
balancing of five key trade-offs 
is imperative.  these include 
decisions on policy vision, for-
malizing the informal sector, 
incentivizing ease of doing 
business, managing supply-
side strength, and tapping into 
consumer-driven demand shift, 
the report added. it added that 
three core business models 

- repair, resell, and recycling - 
were already thriving in india, 
predominantly driven by the 
informal sector.

 arun Kumar rao
Bengaluru

indian space research organ-
isation (isro) has set the date 
for the Launch of solar mis-
sion on september 2 at 11.50am. 
as Vikram and pragyan, the 
Chandrayaan-3 lander and 
rover, continue to do science 
on the moon. the agency has 
completed the integration of the 
aditya-L1 spacecraft –india’s 
first solar observatory mission 
with its workhorse launch ve-
hicle, the psLV, at sriharikota.
aditya-L1 will take 4 months to 
travel till Langrangian point 1 
which is between the sun and 
the earth, about 1.5 million 
km from out planet. Fom L1 
point, craft will provide remote 
observations of solar corona 
and in-situ observations of the 
solar wind.

Vikram sarabhai space Cen-
tre director s unnikrishnan 
nair told  media that with this, 

isro has entered the last leg 
of launch preparations,” the 
launch vehicle and spacecraft 
has been integrated. now, we 
are carrying out tests after 
which the psLV WiLL Be 
MoVed to tHe LaunCH 
pad,” he added. the spacecraft 
, realised at the ur rao satel-
lite Centre(ursC), Bengaluru, 
had reached the spaceport 
in sriharikota on august 14. 
aditya-L1 is the first pace-based 
onservatory class indian solar 
mission to study the sun.

aditya –L1 spacecraft will car-
ry seven payloads to observe the 
photosphere, chromospheres, 
and the outermost layers of the 
sun (the corona) using electro-

magnetic and particle detectors, 
using the special vantage point 
of L1, four payloads will directly 
view the sun and the remoaning 
three payloads will carry out 
it –situ studies of particles and 
fields at the Lagrange point L1. 
it is planned to placed in a halo 
orbit around the Lagrangian  
point1 (L1) of the sun-earth sys-
tem, which is about 1.5 million 
km from the earth. a satellite 
placed in L1 point has the ma-
jor advantage of continuously 
viewing the sun without any 
occultation or eclipse. this will 
provide a greater advantage of 
observing the solar activities 
continuously. 

 Meantime isro said, Chan-
dryaan-3 rover pragyan’s baby 
steps towards functioning on 
lunar surface fraught with po-
tential pitfalls continued when 
it spotted a crater of 4-metre 
diameter barely 3m ahead of 
where it stood, causing it to 
change course. 

arun Kumar rao
Bengaluru 

aditya-L1 will be launched by 
psLV-C57 rocket on september 
2 at 11:50 aM. it carries seven 
payloads to study the sun, four 
of which will observe the light 
from the sun and the remain-
ing three will measure in situ 
parameters of the plasma and 
magnetic fields. aditya-L1 will 
be placed in a halo orbit around 
the Lagrangian point 1 (L1), 
which is 1.5 million km from 
the earth in the direction of 
the sun. it will revolve around 
the sun with the same relative 
position and hence can see the 
sun continuously.

  the largest and technically 
most challenging payload on 
aditya-L1 is the “Visible emis-
sion Line Coronagraph” (VeLC) 
was integrated, tested, and cali-
brated at indian institute of 
astrophysics’  Crest (Centre 
of research and education in 
science technology)  campus 
in Hosakaote  with substantial 
collaboration with isro,VeLC 
is an internally occulted coro-
nagraph, with 40 different opti-
cal elements(mirrors, gratings, 
etc) inside it that are aligned 

precisely. the atmosphere of 
the sun, the Corona, is what we 
see during a total solar eclipse. 
a coronagraph like the VeLC 
is and instrument that cuts out 
the light from the disk of the 
sun, and can thus image the 
much fainter corona at all times.

during the press conference 
at iia, aditya L1 project sci-
entist and operation Manager 
for VeLC dr Muthu priyal 
said “From the continuum 
channel, which is the imaging 
channel, an image will come 

-- one image per minute. so ap-
proximately 1,440 images for 
24 hours, we will be receiving 
at the ground station,”. she 
said iia will host the VeLC 
payload operations Centre 
(poC), which will receive raw 
data from isro’s indian space 
science data Centre (issdC), 
process them further to make 
it suitable for scientific analy-
sis, and send it back to iss-
dC for dissemination. “also 
a unique software has been 
developed by iia to detect 
automatically the occurrence 
of coronal mass ejection and 
the time it happened, which 
will be provided to science 
community within 24 hours 

-- whether it is directed towards 
the earth or whether it is a very 
energetic event, if the speed is 
high, will it hit the earth or not, 
etc -- all those information will 
be made available,” she added.

 iia officials told to media 
that  190 kg VeLC payload 
will send images for five years,  
which is the nominal life of the 
satellite, but it could last long 
depending on the fuel con-
sumption, etc. K sasikumar 
raja of iia further said, out of 
four channels the continuum 
channel will run independently 
and send 1,440 images per day, 
while the other three spectros-
copy channels will also give im-
ages, but that is dependent on 
how the observer wants. the iia 
scientists expect the first images 
to be available by February-end.

“the satellite is expected to be 
put into orbit in the middle of 
January and then we will do 
the test if all the systems are 
working properly and by the 
end of February we expect to 
get the regular data. it will 
take time and we have to test 
instrument by instrument. 
First we will test the smaller 
instruments, and the VeLC’s 
shutter will be opened last, by 
mid of February,” prof Jagdev 
singh said. explaining the 
reason for opening the VeLC’s 
shutter last, s nagabushana 
of iia said, “we call it cross 
contamination. on reaching 
L1 orbit, the other payloads 
will be starting first, so that 
the out gassing coming from 
the other payloads, should not 
go and deposit on the primary 
mirror, which is very super pol-
ished and any deposition on 
the primary mirror will lead to 
scattering, which can mask the 
complete coronal mass, which 
is the field of interest.”

sC questions j&k 
bifurcation, citing 
similarities with 
punjab, Northeast
FW Desk

the supreme Court of india has 
raised significant queries regard-
ing the bifurcation of Jammu and 
Kashmir in august 2019, drawing 
the parallels with situations in 
punjab and the northeast.   Chief 
Justice dy Chandrachud also 
expressed concerns about pre-
venting potential misuse of the 
authority to bifurcate a state, once 
delegated to the Central govern-
ment.  during the ongoing hear-
ing of petitions that challenge the 
annulment of article 370, which 
granted special status to Jammu 
and Kashmir, the centre has ar-
gued for its uniqueness.  However, 
Justice sK Kaul, a member of the 
five-judge bench led by Justice 
Chandrachud, highlighted that 
various indian states have en-
countered comparable challenges 
due to shared borders. Chief Jus-
tice Chandrachud questioned 
the authority of parliament to 
convert an existing state into a 
union territory.

j&k statehood return: 
no fixed timeline, 
Centre tells sC

FW DeSK
New Delhi 

the Central government has 
informed the supreme Court 
that it cannot provide an exact 
timeline for the restoration 
of statehood to Jammu and 
Kashmir, while emphasizing 
that the current union territory 
status is temporary. 

this statement was made 
during the hearing of a set 
of petitions challenging the 
2019 presidential order that 
revoked the special status of 
the erstwhile state of Jammu 
and Kashmir and divided it 
into two union territories.

the government’s repre-
sentative, solicitor general 
tushar Mehta, explained that 
the process of progressing 
towards granting Jammu and 
Kashmir full statehood is on-
going. However, he stated 
that due to the complex his-
tory of disturbances in the 
region, it’s challenging to 
predict an exact timeframe 
for the complete restoration 
of statehood. the move to 
union territory status was 
described as a temporary 
measure.

Mehta also indicated that 
the Central government is 
prepared for elections, with 
the voter list update almost 
complete. He mentioned that 
the decision to hold elections 
will be taken by the respec-
tive state election Commis-
sion and the election Com-
mission of india.

Kavita Sharma
Mumbai  

We, the india parties, 
hereby resolve to contest 
the forthcoming Lok sabha 
elections together as far as 
possible. seat-sharing ar-
rangements in different 
states will be initiated im-

mediately and concluded at 
the earliest in a collabora-
tive spirit of give-and-take.

We, the india parties, 
hereby resolve to organize 
public rallies at the earliest in 
different parts of the country 
on issues of public concern 
and importance.

the source said, “during 

the meeting today, a delib-
eration will be held on the 
formation of the coordina-
tion panel, which will help 
in easing the discussions for 
the india bloc.”

“Besides the coordination 
panel, the leaders will also 
discuss the strategy for the 
upcoming special session 
of parliament, on how the 
india bloc will once again 
present a united face, “ the 
source said.

We, the india parties, 
hereby resolve to coordinate 
our respective communi-
cations and media strate-
gies and campaigns with 
the theme Judega Bharat, 
Jiteega india in different 
languages.

MuMbai: several leaders from 
opposition bloc india have 
launched a scathing attack at the 
ruling BJp, accusing it of destroying 
the country, and said its alliance is 
for rebuilding the country.

“the future of india now as a 
nation is integrally linked to the 
future of this alliance (india). 
this is not a coalition of only par-
ties, this coalition is of ideas. the 
country has already suffered a lot, 
which needs healing now, ” said 
rashtriya Janata dal (rJd) Mp 

Manoj Kumar Jha, who has arrived 
here to attend the two-day meeting 
of the india bloc .

attacking the ruling dispensa-
tion at the Centre, Jha said “this 
alliance is not only to fight elections, 
it is for rebuilding the country.” 
echoing a similar sentiment, sama-
jwadi party (sp) Mp ram gopal 
yadav while taking a swipe at the 
BJp said, “the alliance of opposi-
tion parties has taken place to save 
the soul of india. those sitting in 
power are destroying india.” He 

also exuded confidence that the 
opposition will oust the ruling BJp 
in the 2024 Lok sabha elections.

“We will work unitedly. We will 
oust them in 2024, ” yadav said 
referring to the forthcoming gen-
eral elections. rashtriya Lok dal 
(rLd ) president and Mp Jayant 
singh said, “this country with its 
great diversity, history, importance 
in the world stage, needs collective 
leadership that is responsive to the 
needs and aspirations of all sections 
of society.”

attacking the government, he 
said, “the government is so criti-
cal of anyone who raises questions 
(against it). it’s time that those citi-
zens of our country who want india 
to shine at the world stage, our 
economy to do better, our young 
people to get jobs, the farmers to 
get their right produce, the right of 
the most underprivileged section of 
the society to secure, should come 
out and support india.”

meenaKShi Bhattacharya
New Delhi 

the Modi government seems to be taking a big step to push 
back opposition in the current political senario before the Lok 
sabha elections next year. the issue of “one country, one elec-
tion” is continuously making headlines and meanwhile, the 
government of india has 
constituted a committee, 
which will give its report 
on this. this committee 
will be headed by former 
president ramnath Kovind. 
the government of india 
can also issue an official 
notification on this today.

if the decision of “one country-one election” is implemented 
in the country, then the assembly elections of all the states and 
the Lok sabha elections will be held simultaneously. prime 
Minister narendra Modi has raised his voice loudly in favor 
of this on many occasions and now an atmosphere is being 
created in the country regarding this. some time ago, the Law 
Commission had also sought the opinion of the common people 
on “one Country one election”.

pm modi celebrates 
raksha bandhan 
with school girls

New Delhi: prime Minister 
narendra Modi on Wednesday 
celebrated the raksha Band-
han festival with school girls 
here from different age groups. 
the prime Minister also inter-
acted with the students. on 
Wednesday morning, Modi 
took to X (formerly twitter) 
and greeted the nation on the 
auspicious occasion of raksha 
Bandhan.

“Happy raksha Bandhan to 
all my family members.this 
auspicious festival dedicated 
to the unbreakable trust and 
immense love between sister 
and brother is a sacred reflec-
tion of our culture. “i wish, this 
festival deepens the spirit of af-
fection, harmony and harmony 
in everyone’s life, “ he said.

rakhi bonanza to women as Cm hands over 
appointment letters to 5714 anganwadi workers

Circular business to generate $7 bn 
revenue by 2035 in india: report

launch of aditya-l1 and iia’s velC technically 
most challenging payload onboard it

after moon mission, india set date for 
the launch of its solar mission on sept 2

india parties to jointly contest 
the forthcoming elections of  Ls

iNdia bloc leaders accuses bjp of destroying country modi government formed a committee 
on ‘one Country one election’

akali dal favours 
one nation-one 
election concept
ChaNDigar: the shiromani 
akali dal (sad), once a BJp 
ally, on Friday said it favoured 
the ‘one nation-one election’ 
concept, saying every second 
day there is one or the other 
election taking place.

“i and my 
party are in 
its favour. ev-
ery second day 
there is one or 
the other elec-
tion taking place. Lok sabha and 
Vidhan sabha elections should 
be held simultaneously so that 
there is no election for five years, 

” said sad president sukhbir 
Badal. “otherwise what happens 
is election keeps taking place 
in one state or the other, ” he 
said. the central government has 
constituted a committee headed 
by former president ram nath 
Kovind to explore the feasibility 
of one nation, one election. Hary-
ana’s indian national Lok dal, 
which shares cordial relations 
with the akali dal, state presi-
dent nafee singh rathee said 
the issue “needs a lot of clarity”.

New Delhi:  union Min-
ister of state (independent 
Charge) science & technol-
ogy Jitendra singh said that 
e-Commerce platforms can 
serve as important enablers 
for startups and MsMes.

addressing the fourth ama-
zon sMBhav summit” on the 
theme ‘nurturing innovation 
and entrepreneurship: pav-
ing the path for small Busi-
ness success’, singh said, the 
Micro, small and Medium 
enterprises (MsMes) are 
crucial to india’s economy as 
this sector comprises ancillary 
units, thereby contributing 
enormously to the overall in-
dustrial development of the 

country. 
these enterprises are en-

gaged in the production, man-
ufacturing and processing of 
goods and commodities.

“all this is eventually go-

ing to take us step forward 
in the direction of ease of 
doing Business, particularly 
for the MsMes, which are 
the greatest stakeholders and 
the potential beneficiaries,” 

he said.
singh added that the collab-

oration with the e-Commerce 
platforms has an important 
role to play as a bridge be-
tween the private and the 
public sector, the government 
and the industry, and most im-
portantly between the capacity 
resources and the MsMes.

“you are, in a big way, sup-
porting the MsMes, but you 
could also look forward to cre-
ating MsMes, young MsMes 
with young entrepreneurs,” he 
said. He said that the MsMes 
hold the key to making india 
a usd 5 trillion economy and 
enhancing our ‘atmanirbhar 
Bharat’ vision.

e-Commerce platforms to serve as enablers for start-ups, msmes: union minister 
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SatiSh handa

A report by the Comptroller and 
Auditor General (CAG) reveals 
that drinking water in several 
places across Haryana state is 
contaminated with bacteria, 
frogs and even coliform, where-
as physical and chemical param-
eters are beyond the permissible 
limits. Most of the samples were 
sent to the Public Health De-
partment laboratory at Karnala 
and Shriram Institutes of Indus-
trial Research New Delhi for 
testing. According to the CAG 
report, with effect from 2016 to 
2021 samples of the water were 
detected contaminated which 
caused health diseases in 2901 
cases, of whom as many as 14 
persons were reported dead In-
formation also reveals that water 
samples were collected from 
eight districts in Haryana state 
including Fatehabad, Karnal, 
Kurukshetra and Panchkula in 
which 1382 persons consumed 

contaminated water suffered se-
rious health disorders in which 
as many as 12 patients were 
reported dead 

In an audit of rural and 
urban water supply schemes, 
CAG took samples of water 
supply at 25 locations in the 
state, collected by the Public 
Health Engineering Depart-
ment which included 13 water 
samples, Urban Local Bodies 

collected eight samples, Hary-
ana Shehri Vikas Pradhikaran 
collected four samples and one 
set of the samples was sent to 
the Public Health Engineering 
Department (PHED) labora-
tory at Karnal and the other 
set was sent to the Shri Ram 
Institute of Industrial Research 
(SRI), New Delhi for analysis. 
According to information, with 
effect from April 2016 to March 

2021 the Public Health Depart-
ment in the state collected a 
total number of 2,64,025 water 
samples for testing, of which 
18,107 water samples (nearly 
7%) were found unfit for drink-
ing. According to information, 
there is no facility of physical 
and chemical testing of water 
at Kalka, Assandh, Indri and 
Hansi Sub-Divisional Water 
Testing laboratories.

It was observed that at 12 
locations out of the selected 25 
locations, chlorination was not 
detected in the water samples. 
At 11 locations chlorination 
was found to be more than the 
prescribed limit and at two 
locations,chlorination was 
found within the permissible 
limit. However, at the Shriram 
Research Laboratory, chlorina-
tion was found slightly above 
the permissible limit in two 
samples and in the rest of the 
23 samples, chlorination was 
not detected at all. 

SatiSh handa
Ambala

Electricity movement cam-
paign of Aam Aadmi Party 
(AAP) is gaining popularity all 
over in Haryana state, Pady-
atra taken out in 18 districts 
of Haryana. the electricity 
consumers in the state have 
raised a question whenthe AAP 
government is providing free 
supply of electricity to the con-
sumers in Delhi and Punjab, 
why the ruling BJP-JJP gov-
ernment is avoiding similar 
facilities to the consumers 
in Harya state. AAP workers 
expressed protest by burning 
expensive bills at the public 
places. AAP leaders promised 
to provide up to 300 units free 
supply of electricity to every 
consumers in case AAP comes 
to power in Haryana state in 
2024 Vidhan Sabha polls. AAP 
workers took out a padyatra as 
part of the electricity move-
ment campaign in all mar-
kets in twin city Ambala led 

by the former state minister 
Chaudhary Nirmal Singh Na-
tional Co-secretary of the party 
and Chitra Sarwara state vice 
president.

Under the Bijli Andolan 
Abhiyan, Padyatra was held 
in 18 districts in the state. Aam 
Aadmi Party Senior Vice Presi-
dent Anurag Dhanda presided 
protest in Kurukshetra and 
Karnal, State Election Cam-
paign Committee President 
Dr. Ashok Tanwar in Panipat, 
Rohtak and Jhajjar. The Aam 
Aadmi Party protested by 
burning the expensive bills 

of the Khattar government 
everywhere. Dr. Ashok Tan-
war said that when the AAP 
government came to power 
in Delhi, the electricity bills 
of 80 percent and 90 percent 
houses in Punjab started com-
ing to zero. He claimed that if 
the AAP government comes 
to power in Haryana too, the 
electricity bill will start com-
ing to zero.

The AAP leader said that the 
ray of light that started from 
Delhi would illuminate both 
Haryana and the country in 
the times to come. 

SatiSh handa

A health survey report reveals 
that on an average 33 persons 
are reported die due to heart at-
tack in Haryana daily. Haryana 
health minister Anil Vij submit-
ted a report in this regard in 
recent Vidhan Sabha monsoon 
session in reply to a question 
by the Congress MLA Jaiveer 
Singh asked how many people 
died of heart attack in Haryana 
during current year and what 
is the reason .Vij said that from 
January 1 to July 31, a total 
number of 7026 patients, on 
an average 33 persons daily 
suffering from heart prob-

lems attack or heart failure 
succumbed to this disease in 
the state. 

According to Medical Cer-
tification of Cause of Death 
report acute rheumatic fever 
and chronic rheumatic heart 
disease, hypertensive heart 
disease, ischemic heart dis-

ease, disease of pulmonary 
circulation and other forms of 
heart disease, cerebrovascular 
disease, other diseases of the 
circulatory system are gen-
erally cause of of the deaths. 
Heart specialists say that the 
heart works continuously for 
round the clock 24 hours and 
7 days and when the pressure 
and stress on the heart increases 
excessive an attack occurs, but 
before this the heart generally 
gives signs of its fatigue to which 
people ignore to pay attention. 
In case someone havs high 
blood pressure, quick temper 
and shortness of breath, it can 
be a symptom of heart failure.

Chandigarh: Shiromani 
Akali Dal (SAD) president 
Sukhbir Singh Badal urged 
the union government to im-
mediately review its decision 
to effectively ban export of rice, 
saying “every time our farmers 
stand to profit from an increase 
in global rice prices, the centre 
bans its export. This is discrimi-
natory. The ban needs to be 
revoked immediately”.

 The SAD president was re-
acting to the ban imposed on 
basmati rice valued at less than 
$1,200 per metric tonne which 
the government claims is aimed 
at stopping the export of non-
basmati rice by reclassifying 
the same. This will however 
have an impact on even export 
of basmati rice.

Stating that this was another 
anti-farmer decision on the heels 
of ban on export of non-basmati 
rice and levy of 20 per cent duty 
on export of par-boiled rice, Sukh-
bir Singh Badal said “instead of 
such bans the union government 
should hike the minimum sup-
port price (MSP) of paddy to aid 
the food security needs of the 
country”.Asserting that farmers 
had been dealt a double whammy 
by being forced to sell their paddy 
crop at a lower msp compared 
to world prices, Badal said “now 
when they stand to benefit due 
to high export price of rice, ex-
port of this commodity has been 
banned”.

Sukbir Badal said earlier farm-
ers had been denied the benefits 
of an increase in wheat prices 
globally with the central gov-

ernment banning wheat export 
last year. “Farmers desperately 
need higher prices to offset the 
loss due to flooding which has 
forced many of them to go in 
for re-transplantation of paddy 
when the first crop was destroyed. 
With no fair compensation for 
their crop losses in sight with the 
Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) govern-
ment failing to even complete 
the girdawari exercise, the ban 
on export of rice as well as exor-
bitant duties on par-boiled rice 
will heighten the farm crisis in 
the State”. The SAD President 
also asserted that contrary to 
projections, rice prices only ac-
counted for a slight increase in 
the consumer price index and 
should not be decreased forcibly. 
“Inflation in India is being driven 
by the high prices of petrol and 
diesel as well as vegetables and 
these twin issues which should 
be addressed immediately” Badal 
also asserted that a deliberate 
attempt to reduce paddy prices 
in the open market in the coun-
try was also against the centre’s 
resolve to double farm income 
by this year end.

SatiSh handa

Addressing media persons 
at Chandigarh, former Chief 
Minister Haryana Bhupinder 
Singh Hooda said that ruling 
BJP government in Haryana 
increased the price of LPG cyl-
inder from Rs 400 to Rs 1150, 
have now reduced the price 
by Rs 200 only which is ‘Badi 
Loot-Chhoti Chhoot’ just to be-
fool consumers. He said that 
in past nine years when BJP 
came to power in the state the 
prices of all essential commodi-
ties have increased four times, 
unemployment in the state has 
witnessed three times increase, 
crimes in the state have been 
increased by hundred percent 

in past nine years. Hooda said, 
during recent Monsoon Hary-
ana Vidhan Sabha session BJP 
ministers avoided to reply to any 
querry raised by opposition in 
the session. He said, questions 
were raised regarding protests 
against ruling government by 
the government employees, 
Asha workers, farmers Pan-
chayat members, temporary 

as well as contract 
basis workers but 
the ruling govern-
ment refused to 
reply in most of 
the issues raised 
recent in Vidhan 
Sabha session. 

Hooda said that 
ruling government 

admitted, there is drastic in-
crese in prices of every essential 
commodity, unemployment in 
the state witnessed three times 
increase recorded as 8.8%. He 
said nearly two lakh posts in 
government offices in the state 
are lying vacant but state gov-
ernment is busy only in sorting 
out ‘paper leak’ and ‘paper copy’ 
scams instead of filling up the 

vacant positions scams which 
clearly indicates that the ruling 
government playing with the 
future of youths in the state. 
Former Chief Minister Hooda 
said that according to available 
government data since after year 
2014, as many as 12 unemployed 
youths have been compelled to 
commit suicide in the state be-
ing remained unemployed for a 
long time. Hooda said, crimes 
against ‘Dalits’ too has witnessed 
much increase after 2014 re-
corded as 96.02% increase till 
2021. He said crime rate in 
Haryana has also increased from 
16.02 to 31.8 till now avoiding 
to undertake investigation by 
a sitting High Court justice as 
demanded. 

BJP government in Haryana 
pushed state 20 years 
behind in 9 years: Shelja
SatiSh handa
Ambala

Addressing large number of 
Congress leaders in the area, 
All India Congress Committee 
General Secretary and former 
HPCC president Kumari Shelja 
accused ruling BJP govern-
ment in Haryana responsible 
for pushing the state about 20 

years behind 
in past nine 
years rule 
and during 
coming 2024 
Vidhan Sab-

ha polls people of the state will 
take revenge from BJP wiping 
them out from the state. Shelja 
was addressing a large gathering 
at her Ambala Cantt residence 
and gave them directions for 
the success of the party in the 
coming Lok Sabha and Vidhan 
Sabha elections.

Shelja said that BJP is a politi-
cal party always in favour of the 
rich people and have no concern 
for the welfare of common com-
munities including those living 
below poverty line in the state, 
as such people have lost their 
confidence in BJP provided 
repeated severe shocks to over 
45 lakh people in the state by 
imposing heavy property tax on 
their properties as well as charg-
ing garbage collection tax from 
the residents for three years in-
spite of the fact BJP government 
had assured that door-to-door 
garbage will be collected free of 
cost, although the concerned 
minister of the department had 
objected over the same.

Babaria to submit report 
of 10 Lok Sabha Congress 
contestants & 33 district 
presidents in Haryana

SatiSh handa

Haryana Congress in-charge 
the report to the Congress 
high command to finalize the 
names of the candidates likely 
to contest in coming 10 Lok 
Sabha seats in Haryana. He 
completed the work of one-
to-one meetings meetings 
with the representatives of all 
parliamentary constituencies 
for few days and shortlisted 
the names of a ew Congress 
leaders. With the upcoming 
Lok Sabha elections, Babria 
had meetings regarding the 
formation of the organization 
in Haryana. He prepared his 
report based on the feedback 
of the leaders of 90 assembly 
constituencies falling under 
all 10 Lok Sabha constitu-
encies and submitted to the 
party’s higher leadership so 
that the final can be taken 
accordingly.

Babria given a hint that 
ticket system will not be held 
on quota basis this time but on 
the basis of merits and ability 
based on the feedback col-
lected by him. He said that 
prospective candidates to fight 
elections on 10 Lok Sabha seats 
has already been chosen on 
the basis of a feedback report. 

SatiSh handa

Haryana Home Minister Anil Vij 
said that any kind of hooliganism 
and bullying will not be tolerated 
in Haryana state, because I have 
given free hand to the police to 
take action against them. Vij 
while addressing the gathering 
after laying the foundation stone 
of construction work of Police 
post Housing Board to be con-
structed at a cost of Rs 1.32 crore 
adjoining the Khukrain Bhawan 
near famous Subhash Park in 
Ambala Cantonment. He said, 
we have always done politics of 
development, never politics of 
religion and the caste, and his 
manifesto is of only a single line, 
‘Kaam kiya Hai kaam karenge’ Vij 
said that a modern police post 
would be set up here so that the 
people as well as the police would 
get basic facilities here.

Vij said that at the place where 
the new police post is being built; 
earlier the filth of the entire city 
was dumped there, but today a 
park having a lake with all facili-
ties including boating, auditori-
um, restaurant, fast food counter 
and place for morning walk and 
equipped playground for children 
has been established where large 
number of families visit daily. 
He said that recently the Central 
Government had invited applica-
tions for a competition, under 
which the place where there is 
dirt first and later it is improved 
and made into a beautiful park. 
He is happy to inform that only 
Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose 
Park has been recommended 
from all over Haryana.

Home Minister Anil Vij said 
that in the last 70 years not a 
single brick was laid for the po-
lice in Ambala Cantonment. The 
present government is working 
with a view to continuous im-
provement in the police sector. 

Jagmohan Singh
Amritsar 

A fifteen years old girl shot dead 
in the bordering village of Ajnala 
around 25 kilometers away from 
here.

According to SHO Police Sta-
tion Ajnala, Mukhtyar Singh in-
cident occurred in the evening of 
Tuesday when the girl was in her 
massi (Mother’s sister) house in 
the same village Dinawal falling 
in the Ajnala. The accused forcibly 
gained entry into the house along 
with his two more accomplices, and 
threw a volley of questions to the 
family to know the whereabouts of 
the girl. The girl who was present 
in the house appeared in the scene 
and indulged in heated arguments 
with the accused who within no 
time fired a gun shot at her and 
fled away from the spot. SHO said 
that there were three accused, one 
of them arrested as identified Daljit 

Singh and rest two would shortly 
be arrested as various police teams 
were dispatched to nab them.

SHO said that the main accused 

was Dalbir Singh (22) who was 
chasing the girl for the last long 
time and forcing her and her fam-
ily to solemnize the marriage with 

him. But the family time and again 
refused the accused’s proposal by 
saying that the girl was minor since 
she was just 14 years old. 

amritsar: The alleged accused 
Dalbir Singh who killed the 14 years 
old girl at Ajnala village today at-
tempted to suicide with the same 
weapon which was used to kill the 
teenaged girl.

Confirming the incident, SHO 
police station Ajnala Mukhtyar 
Singh said that today during eve-
ning police got information about 
the incident and reached on the 
spot, found the alleged murderer 
of teenaged girl in a pool of blood 
as he shot himself with the same 
weapon which was used by him 
to kill the girl. SHO said that the 
condition of the accused was not 

stable as shifted to Amritsar hospi-
tal from civil hospital Ajnala. Police 
has seized the weapon used in the 
crime. The illegal weapon was .32 
bore caliber pistol. The accused 
who was admitted in the hospital 
was in police custody. 

However, according to police 
earlier a teenage girl was shot dead 
in Punjab’s Ajnala village allegedly 
by a youth who was stalking her for 
the past few months. One of the two 
accomplices of the main accused 
Dalbir Singh has been arrested. 
On Tuesday evening, the three 
accused forcibly entered the house 
of the 15-year-old girl’s aunt and 

started asking her whereabouts, a 
police official said. The girl, who 
was inside the house, came out and 
a heated argument ensued during 
which Dalbir Singh shot her and 
fled, the official said, adding the 
girl was rushed to a hospital where 
doctors declared her dead. Accord-
ing to the police, the accused had 
been harassing the girl for the past 
many months and pressuring her to 
marry him. The girl’s parents had 
sent her to her aunt’s residence as 
the accused was constantly harass-
ing her. A case was registered under 
the relevant sections of the Indian 
Penal Code and the Arms Act. 

Jagmohan Singh
Baba Bakala 

Shiromani Akali Dal (SAD) 
President Sukhbir Singh Badal 
today said ESMA should be 
invoked against chief minister 
Bhagwant Mann for abandon-
ing Punjab when the State was 
in the grip of floods to accom-
pany his boss Arvind Kejriwal 
to poll bound States of Madhya 
Pradesh and Chhattisgarh.

Talking to media after ad-
dressing a gathering at the 
Rakhar Punya conference of 
the party, the SAD President 

said “the chief minister should 
apply the same yardsticks he is 
applying to employees on him-
self. He should also apply these 
yardsticks on ministers and 
legislators who had failed to 
come to the aid of farmers who 
were ravaged by floods last 
month”. He said the govern-
ment should not think that it 
could cow down employees by 
invoking draconian laws like 
ESMA. “This is condemnable. 
The government should hold 
talks with striking employees 
and resolve their grievances 
instead of acting in such a 

dictatorial manner against  
them”.

He welcomed the stand 
taken by the Punjab and Hary-
ana high court on the issue of 
dissolution of panchayats by 
the Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) 
government which forced the 
government to reverse its deci-
sion. “The decision to dissolve 
the Panchayats six months 
before their term was aimed 
at taking over control of these 
grass-root bodies from elected 
representatives and handing 
them over to their chosen fa-
vourites”.

Former head priest Sri 
Harmandir Sahib dies
Jagmohan Singh
Amritsar 

The former Head priest/preach-
er toandir Sahib( Golden Tem-
ple) Singh Shaib Gyani Jagtar 
Singh who died yesterday, was 
cremated as per Sikh rituals after 
performing Prayer according to 
Sikh tenets here today. His last 
rites were largely attended by 
prominent Sikh religious out-
fits and religious 
people.

The crema-
tion of former 
head priest was 
attended by the 
prominent Sikh 
religious personalities were 
SGPC president Harjinder 
Singh Dhami, all the SGPC of-
ficer bearer, number of SGPC 
members, Head priest Sri Har-
mandir Sahib and Jatehdar Akal 
Takht Gyani Ragbir Singh, Jate-
hdar Takht Kesgarh Sahib Gyani 
Sultan Singh, former Jatehdar 
Akal Takht Gyani Gurbachan 
Singh, former SGPC president 
Bibi Jagir Kaur besides various 
other prominent Sikh person-
alities. Meanwhile Prime Min-
ster Narendra Modi expressing 
condolence over the demise of 
Sikh religious figure said through 
Tweet, “Saddened by the passing 
away of Singh Sahib Giani Jagtar 
Singh Ji, Former Head Granthi of 
Sri Darbar Sahib. He will be re-
membered for his rich knowledge 
and efforts to serve humanity in 
line with the vision of the Guru 
Sahibs. Condolences to his family 
and admirers”, said he. 

Jagmohan Singh 
Amritsar

The Shiromani Gurdwara Par-
bandhak Committee (SGPC) 
general secretary Gurcharan 
Singh Grewal has raised ques-
tions to the governments about 
the filming and publishing of a 
video song against Sikh senti-
ments released by T-Series from 

Yaariyan 2 film. 
Grewal in a statement said 

here on August 30 that often acts 
of hurting Sikh maryada (con-
duct), principles, and lifestyle are 
done in films, but the Centre gov-
ernment was not serious about 
such serious matters. He said 
that films are never screened by 
the Central Board of Film Certi-
fication (CBFC) keeping religious 
sentiments in mind. That is why 
filmmakers, directors, and ac-
tors do such arbitrary acts in the 
name of freedom of expression. 
He said that the Central Censor 
Board has to ensure that there is 
no filming against the religious 

sentiments of any religion, but 
despite all the knowledge it con-
tinues. He said that the religious 
sentiments of the Sikhs were 
deliberately hurt in ‘Saure Ghar’ 
video song of Yaariyan 2 film and 
the governments are still silent.

The SGPC general secretary 
said that although legal action 
has been initiated against the 
anti-Sikh act in the film song 
on the instructions of the SGPC 
President Advocate Harjinder 
Singh Dhami, at the same time, 
the Union Ministry of Informa-
tion and Broadcasting should 
come into action to take strict ac-
tion against the accused persons. 

He said that it is the respon-
sibility of the government to 
deal strictly with such matters. 
Grewal said that a representa-
tive of every religion should be 
included in the Central Board 
of Film Certification so that no 
scene against the sentiments of 
any religion is made public. He 
said that in the past the SGPC 
has passed several resolutions on 
this matter during its General 
House meetings and sent them 
to the Government of India, but 
received no positive response. 
He said that even though the 
representatives of the BJP are 
also opposing the film due to 
the anti-Sikh mischief in the 
film ‘Yaariyan-2’, it is sad that 
they are not putting pressure on 
their government to take action. 

CAG Report: 25 samples of drinking water in Haryana 
found unfit containing bacteria, frogs and coliform

AAP protest march against higher 
electricity bills in Haryana, Ambala

Fast increase in prices, unemployment and crimes during BJP rule in Haryana: Hooda

Sukhbir Badal urges GOI to review its 
decision to effectively ban export of rice

Murderer of teenage girl shot himself

Govts are not serious about stopping 
anti-Sikh characters in films: Grewal
SGPC passed and sent 
several resolutions to 
government demanding 
Sikh representative in 
Censor Board

ESMA should be invoked against CM for 
abandoning Punjab in time of need: Sukhbir

Jagmohan Singh
Amritsar 

On the complaint of the Sec-
retary of Shiromani Gurdwara 
Parbandhak Committee (SGPC), 
the Amritsar Police has regis-
tered a First Information Report 
(FIR) against actor, directors 
and producer of ‘Yaariyan 2’ film. 
Film actor Meezaan Jafri, direc-
tors Vinay Sapru, Radhika Rao 
and producer Bhushan Kumar 
of T-Series have been booked 
under Section 295-A (deliber-
ate and malicious acts, intended 
to outrage religious feelings) of 
the Indian Penal Code (IPC) at 
the E-Division police station in 
Amritsar district.

Giving information, SGPC 

Secretary Partap Singh said 
that the SGPC had sent a writ-
ten complaint to the Police Com-
missioner of Amritsar regarding 
the disrespect of Sikh principles, 
maryada (conduct) and lifestyle 
by showing a non-Sikh clean 
shaven actor in the movie ‘Yaari-
yan 2’ wearing Gatra Kirpan (a 
symbol Sikh faith). Following 
which, the Amritsar police regis-
tered a case at E-Division police 

station. Partap Singh said that 
any act of insulting Sikh maryada, 
tradition and lifestyle in films 
cannot be tolerated. The SGPC 
Secretary said that although the 
filmmakers have apologized for 
their act on a social media plat-
form, the scene that hurt Sikh 
sentiments was not properly re-
moved from the song. The song is 
still available on YouTube, from 
which only the kirpan has been 
blurred by editing but the gatra 
(cloth belt used to carry kirpan) 
remains intact, which raises se-
rious questions on the intent of 
accused filmmakers. He said that 
this malicious act will not be 
forgiven. He said that the SGPC 
will make every effort to ensure 
strict action against the accused.

On SGPC’s complaint, FIR under Section 
295-A against the film Yaariyan-2

Vij’s ultimatus to 
anti-social elements: 
hooliganism will not 
be tolerated better 
leave Haryana

15 years old girl shot dead in Amritsar

Health survey reveals 33 persons die every 
day due to health attack in Haryana
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Reduction in cooking gas 
cylinder prices will provide 
convenience to all my 
sisters says Modi

New Delhi: Prime Minister 
Narendra Modi on Tuesday said 
that the reduction in prices of 
cooking gas cylinders by Rs 200 
for all connection holders will 
give a lot of convenience to all 
“my sisters and family members 
on the occasion of Rakshaband-
han.” Modi said that he wishes 
that all his sisters remain happy 
and healthy, he wrote on X. His 
comment came after the union 
cabinet announced reduction 
in prices of cooking gas LPG 
cylinders by Rs 200 for all con-
nection holders. The cabinet 
also announced 75 lakh new 
connections under the Ujjwala 
scheme.

New Delhi: Prime Minister 
Narendra Modi on Sunday said 
a profitable market can be sus-
tained where there is a balance 
in the interests of producers 
and consumers, adding treating 
other countries only as a market 
will never work.

“A profitable market can be 
sustained where there is a bal-
ance in the interest of producers 
and consumers. This also ap-
plied to nations, treating other 
countries only as a market will 
never work. It will even harm 
the producing countries sooner 
or later, “ Modi said while ad-
dressing the B20 Summit here.

He said, “Making everyone 
equal partners in the progress 
in the way forward. There are 
many global business lead-
ers here, can we all give more 
thought on to how to make 
business more consumer cen-

tric. These consumers could be 
individuals or countries, their 
interest need to be taken care 
of as well .” “Can we think of a 
yearly campaign for this? Every 
year, can global business lead-
ers come together to dedicate 
themselves for the good of the 
consumers and their markets. 
We talk about consumer rights. 
The Consumer Rights Day is 
also celebrated across the world. 

Can we take 
the initiative 
for consumer 
care?, “ Modi 
asked the del-
egates.

“Once we 
start celebrat-
ing the Con-
sumer Care 
Day, the envi-
ronment will 
change with 
a positive sig-

nal. If we talk about the consum-
er care, then the issues related 
to rights, will automatically be 
solved. Therefore International 
Consumer Care Day, I want 
you all to think on this. This 
will further strengthen trust 
between the consumer and the 
business, “ he said. India holds 
an important place in building 
an efficient and trusted global 

supply chain, Modi added.
Referring to climate change, 

water security, cyber security, 
among others, the Prime Min-
ister said, “These all puts an 
impact on business. To tackle 
this , we have to increase our 
initiatives.” Talking about is-
sues of crypto currency, Modi 
said, “More and more integrated 
approach is required. For this, 
a global framework should be 
made in which all the stakehold-
ers should be taken care of.”

Mentioning about the Artifi-
cial Intelligence (AI), the Prime 
Minister said, “Today the world 
is seeing excitement for AI. But, 
there are some ethical consid-
eration, skilling and re-skilling. 
We have to unitedly solve this .”

“Global business communi-
ties and governments, together 
have to ensure that ethical AI 
gets expansion, “ Modi added.

Arun KumAr rAo
Bengaluru 

Prime Minister Narendra 
Modi on Saturday visited 
the ISRO Telemetry Track-
ing and Command Network 
(ISTRAC) in bengaluru after 
his arrival from Greece and 
addressed team ISRO on the 
success of Chandrayaan-3.PM 
Modi met and interacted with 
ISRO scientists involved in the 
Chandrayaan-3 mission where 
he was also briefed about the 
findings and progress in the 
Chandryaan3 Mission.

Earlier on his arrival ad-
dressing a large gathering out-
side the HAL airport, Modi 
raised the slogan “Jai Vigyan 
Jai Anusandhan”. He said “I 
could not stop myself as I was 
not in the country, but I de-
cided to visit Bengaluru first 

and meet our scientists right 
after visiting India,” PM Modi 
said outside HAL airport in 
Bengaluru.

 He also made three big an-
nouncements on the occasion, 
while giving emotional speech 
to ISRO heroes and scien-
tists. PM Modi announced 
the point where the moon 
lander of Chandrayaan-3 
landed will now be known 
as Shiv Shakti.He said “ In 
Shiv, there is resolution for 
the welfare of humanity and 
Shakti gives us strength to 
fulfil those resolutions. This 
Shiv Shakti point of the moon 
also gives a sense of connec-
tions with the Himalaya to 
Kanyakumari, Shiv Shakti 
point of the Moon will bear 
witness to this scientific and 
philosophical thinking of In-
dia,” He added.

PM Modi greets 
nation on World 
Sanskrit Day

New Delhi: Prime Minister 
Narendra Modi on August 31, 
greeted the nation on the oc-
casion of World Sanskrit Day.

“Greetings on World San-
skrit Day. I laud all those who 
are passionate about it. India 
has a very special relation with 
Sanskrit.

“To celebrate this great lan-
guage, I urge you all to share 
one sentence in Sanskrit. In 
the post below, I will also share 
a sentence. Don’t forget to use 
#CelebratingSanskrit, “ he said 
on X (formerly Twitter).

Sanskrit Diwas is usu-
ally celebrated on Shraavana 
Poornima, which is the full 
moon day in the month of 
Shravana.

It is an annual event that 
focuses on the ancient Indian 
language and tells people why 
they should learn it.

FW DesK 

Chief Justice of India DY Chan-
drachud on Tuesday said that 
Article 35A of the Constitution 
had stripped individuals not re-
siding in Jammu and Kashmir of 
significant constitutional rights. 
The Chief Justice highlighted 
that this article had particularly 
curtailed equality of opportunity, 
state government employment, 
and the right to purchase land 
for non-residents.

Article 35A, which was an-
nulled in August 2019 alongside 
Article 370, permitted the state’s 
legislature to define “permanent 
residents” and grant them special 
privileges concerning public em-
ployment, property ownership, 
and settlement.

Chief Justice Chandrachud 
pointed out the direct impact 
of Article 35A on certain fun-
damental rights. Article 16(1), 
which assures citizens of equal 
opportunity in public employ-
ment, had been negated by Ar-
ticle 35A. This infringement 
remained protected from legal 
challenges, effectively restricting 
the power of judicial review. 

Moreover, Article 19, which 
guarantees the right to reside 
and settle in any part of the 
country, was also compromised.

The rationale for scrapping 
the special status of Jammu 
and Kashmir, as advocated by 
the Centre, was to create a level 
playing field and integrate the 
region with the rest of the coun-
try. Solicitor General Tushar 
Mehta, representing the Centre, 
highlighted that the move had 
brought Jammu and Kashmir 
in line with the nation, thereby 
implementing welfare laws that 
were previously not applicable 
to the region.

A notable example mentioned 
was the introduction of the Right 
to Education through a constitu-
tional amendment. 

meenAKshi BhAttAchAryA
New Delhi 

Preparations are in full swing 
for US President Joe Biden’s 
visit to India. He is coming to 
Delhi within few days to attend 
the G-20 summit and will stay 
at the ITC Maurya Sheraton 
Hotel in the capital where 400 
rooms booked for him and his 
accompanies. A special elevator 
is being made in the hotel with 
extra attention to his safety! As 
you know, the G20 Summit 
is being held in New Delhi in 
the second week of September. 
The main event will be held 
on September 9 to 10. On this 
occasion, the state leaders of 
several countries, including US 

President Joe Biden, will come 
to the capital. Heads of state 
of 29 countries are expected to 
be accompanied by heads of 
the European Union, invited 
guest countries and heads of 
14 international organizations. 
More than 30 hotels in the Delhi 
Capital Region have been ear-
marked to accommodate the 

guests. 
Undoubtedly, among all the 

guests, there will be a special 
eye on the President of the 
United States, Joe Biden. The 
president of the world’s most 
powerful country will stay at 
the ITC Maurya Sheraton Ho-
tel. Preparations for this have 
already started. 

FW DesK

The Jammu and Kashmir Police, in collaboration with 
Army and the CRPF dismantled a terror module operating 
in the Bandipora district of North Kashmir. 

Acting swiftly on a specific intelligence, Jammu and 
Kashmir Police established a checkpoint in the Dardgund 
area of the district on August 25. During this operation, 
the police apprehended a suspicious individual who at-
tempted to evade capture. The detainee, identified as 
Shafayat Zubair Rishi from Nesbal Sumbal, was found in 
possession of incriminating evidence including a pistol, a 
pistol magazine, eight rounds 
of ammunition, and other ma-
terials, the officials said.

“Pertinently, the accused 
was in touch with Pak based 
terror handler Mushtaq Ah-
mad Mir who exfiltrated to 
Pak in 1999 and was working on revival of terrorists in the 
district. He was also involved in the year 2000 Kothibagh 
IED blast in which 14 people including 12 police personnel 
were killed and had remained associated with proscribed 
militant outfit HM and later on with militant outfit Al-
badr. Shafayat Zubair Rishi is also involved in burning an 
Army vehicle in Sumbal in 2009 and is out on bail in the 
said case,” the police spokesman said.

His interrogation revealed that he was en route to meet-
ing with Munira Begum, the wife of a deceased terrorist 
and former area commander Yousuf Choupan. The aim 
was to collect a cache of arms and ammunition. 

‘Slashing cylinder price’: 
Sins of nine years cannot 
be washed away: Kharge
New Delhi: Congress Presi-
dent Mallikarjun Kharge on 
Tuesday took a veiled dig at 
the BJP government for Cen-
tre alleging that the election 
gifts started rolling out after 

fearing a dip in the 
vote and said the 
saffron party had 
mercilessly looted 
the people for 
last nine and half 

years and their sins cannot be 
washed away.

“When the votes started 
decreasing, then the election 
gifts started getting distrib-
uted. The merciless Modi 
government, which looted 
the hard earned money of 
the people, is now showing 
feigned goodwill towards the 
mothers and sisters. For 9 
and a half years, by selling Rs 
400 LPG cylinders for Rs 1, 
100, they kept destroying the 
life of the common man, then 
why didn’t any ‘affectionate 
gift’ come to mind?” Kharge 
wrote on X.

JAg mohAn 
thAKen 

While participat-
ing in a protest 
march to press 

for compensation for crop loss 
in the recent floods in the state, 
a Punjab farmer, Preetam Singh, 
died in a chaos during a clash be-
tween the agitating farmers and 
the police on August 21. On the 
call of farmer unions of Punjab, 
Haryana and other neighbouring 
states the farmers were march-
ing ahead towards Chandigarh to 
congregate on August 22, 2023 for 
highlighting and pressurising for 
their demands including to seek 
compensation for the damage to 
their crops incurred during the 
recent floods.

Haryana farmers are also or-
ganising rallies and sit-ins and 
the recent was the state level rally 
on August 23, held in Bhiwani 
under the banner of All India Kisan 
Sabha (AIKS), wherein they had 
programmed to gherao the resi-
dence of Haryana Agriculture& 
Farmers’ Welfare Minister, J P 
Dalal, but Mr. Dalal did not come 
forward for the meeting despite a 
pre-notice by the farmer union as 
alleged by AIKS leaders. 

Addressing the farmers’ congre-
gation , National Vice President 
of All India Kisan Sabha and na-
tional leader of Samyukta Kisan 
Morcha, Com. Inderjit Singh said 
that thousands of crores of rupees 
of insurance claim and compensa-
tion of the farmers of the state for 
the damaged crops are due, half 
of Haryana›s districts have been 
affected in the flood, the crops 
were damaged, thousands of milch 
animals died and now also due 
to severe drought in many parts 
of the state, the kharif crops have 
been destroyed, and farmers are 
protesting and demanding for 
relief and compensation, but the 
state government and the central 
government have become deaf and 
dumb and no one is listening to 
the cry of the distressed farmers. 
Even the state unit of AIKS had 
submitted a memorandum to the 
Agriculture & Welfare Minister of 
the state a month back, demanding 
time for the delegation to talk, but 
the minister is deliberately not 

giving time and today, even after 
coming to know, he is not at the 
residence to meet the farmers. 

Haryana Deputy Chief Minister, 
Dushyant Chautala also accept-
ing the loss to crops and lives in 
Haryana Vidhan Sabha on August 
25,2023,said, “The total crop loss 
area uploaded at E-Kshatipurti 
portal, by 1,35,541 farmers, in 
4,475 villages of the State as on 
August 22, 2023 is 6,61,644 acres. 
47 human lives have been lost. 333 
claims against the animal loss have 
been reported in the portal and a 
total number of 5,380 houses are 
claimed to have been damaged due 
to flood besides the damage of 109 
commercial units in the State.”

Dushyant Chautala assured 
that whatever damage has been 
caused to the life, property, farm 
or business of any citizen due to 
the recent flood disaster, it will be 
completely compensated as per the 
guidelines of NDRF. 

AIKS claims that on the 81st 
anniversary of the “Quit India Day” 
called against British Imperialism, 
on 9th August, 2023, farmers, ag-
ricultural workers and workers of 
India had collective actions across 
the country with the slogan “Cor-
porate Looters, Quit India, Quit 
Agriculture” in protest against the 
pro-corporate policies of the Nar-
endra Modi-led BJP-RSS Union 
Government.

In Rajasthan also the situation 
is also the same and the farmers 
are continuously agitating for get-
ting the insurance claim under 
Prime Minister Fasal Bima Yojana 
(PMFBY). On 9 August 2023, the 
81st anniversary of Quit India Day, 
the AIKS Churu District Commit-
tee in Rajasthan organised a mas-
sive rally of thousands of farmers. 
Among the main speakers, those 
who addressed the rally were AIKS 
President Dr Ashok Dhawale, Vice 
President Amra Ram and State 
President Pema Ram.

This rally was the next stage in 
the one-year-long AIKS struggle 
for just compensation for heavy 
crop damages in the Kharif 2021 
season under the crop insurance 
scheme. 

Farmers Leaders alleged that 
instead of 700 crore rupees that 
were due to farmers by using crop 
cutting data, the SBI General 

Insurance Company had given 
them only 213 crore rupees by 
using satellite data. The central 
and state governments of the BJP 
and the Congress respectively were 
in league with the insurance com-
pany. 

Other demands of the rally were 
MSP guarantee, complete loan 
waiver to the peasantry, six hours 
regular electricity to tube wells, 
and urgent demands concerning 
irrigation. 

What the PMFBY is? 
To provide financial support 

to farmers suffering crop loss/
damage arising out of unforeseen 
events, a new scheme namely, 
Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yo-
jana (PMFBY) was approved for 
implementation in all States and 
Union Territories from Kharif 
2016 season in place of National 
Agricultural Insurance Scheme 
(NAIS) and Modified National 
Agricultural Insurance Scheme 
(MNAIS). PMFBY was claimed 
a marked improvement over the 
earlier schemes on several counts 
and a comprehensive risk coverage 
from pre-sowing to post-harvest 
losses was provided under it. A 
budget provision of Rs.5501.15 
crore was made for the scheme 
during 2016-17. 

The PMFBY was made com-
pulsory for loanee farmers availing 
crop loans for notified crops in 
notified areas and voluntary for 

non-loanee farmers. 
Stating PMFBY a successful and 

beneficial scheme for the farmers, 
Union Minister of Agriculture and 
Farmers Welfare, Narendra Singh 
Tomar in a written reply in Rajya 
Sabha on 21 July, 2023 submitted 
details about Premium Collection 
and Insurance Claims under Prad-
han Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana and 
shown that a claim amount of Rs. 
140037.88 crore has been paid to 
the farmers from 2016-17 to 2022- 
23 by the insurance companies. 

(AMOUNT IN CRORES, 
FIGURES OF PREMIUM AND 
CLAIM PAID -SOURCE PIB, 
AND PROFIT CALCULATIONS 
MADE BY THE AUTHOR) 
PMFBY: Is it a defective scheme 
or failure in implementation? 

Union Minister of Agriculture 
and Farmers Welfare, Narendra 
Singh Tomar in a written reply 
in Rajya Sabha on 21 July, 2023 
claimed that all the major work 
relating to the assessment of crop 
yield/crop loss for calculation of 
admissible claims are being per-
formed by the concerned State 
Government or Joint Committee 
of State Government officials and 
concerned insurance company. 
However, during implementation 
of the PMFBY, some complaints 
against insurance companies about 
non-payment and delayed pay-
ment of claims; under payment 

of claims on account of incorrect/
delayed submission of insurance 
proposals by banks; discrepancy 
in yield data & consequent dis-
putes between State Government 
and insurance companies, delay 
in providing State Government 
share of funds, non-deployment of 
sufficient personnel by insurance 
companies etc., have been received 
in the past in the country. Most of 
the complaints have been suitably 
addressed. 

If most of the complaints have 
been suitably addressed, as claimed 
by Union Agriculture Minister, 
then why a claim amount of nearly 
Rs.1178 crore relating to the period 
of 2018 to 2022 is still pending 
in Haryana and why 2.43 lakh 
farmers are eagerly waiting for 
the PMFBY claim to be settled 
yet? The Union Minister should 
look into the matter personally, 
whether it is due to the defective 
PMFBY scheme or failure of the 
implementing system? 

A Hindi daily, Dainik Bhaskar, 
in its Hisar (Haryana) edition dat-
ed 20 August ,2023 reports that in 
Haryana a claim of Rs. 1178 crore 
relating to the year 2018 to 2022 
of 2.43 lakh farmers residing in 
17 districts of the state is pending 
under PMFBY. Topping the list 
1.25 lakh farmers are waiting for 
their claim amounting more than 
Rs.600 crore in Sirsa district, in 
Hisar 75 thousand farmers are be-
ing still deprived of Rs. 309 Crore 
and in Bhiwani district also the 
farmers are at the third position 
and waiting for a claim amount of 
Rs. 200 crores. 

The problems being faced by the 
farmers at ground level show that 
the PMFBY has both – A defective 
scheme as well as failure of the 
implementing system. 

The premium collection from 
farmers for Kharif crops generally 
runs up to 31 July by the banks and 
after the process completion the 
banks send the premium money to 
the concerned Insurance agencies, 
the agencies also take some time 
to generate the insurance policies, 
till then harvesting of the kharif 
crops gets started. A banker from 
Haryana says that the banks have 
collected the insurance money 
from the farmers and the amount 
is being kept in Sundry Account, 

because the data feeding process 
is so complicated that it will take 
one month more to upload the 
required data on the portal. 

 It is very strange to mention 
that in Haryana even the insurance 
agency had not been finalised in 
cluster-3 till 27August, the banks 
have collected the premium from 
the farmers and keeping the pre-
mium amount with them.

Additional Director Statistics), 
Agriculture & Farmers Welfare 
Department, Haryana in its letter 
No. 9995 dated 25/8/2023 sent to 
The Convener, State Level Bankers 
Committee (SLBC), Chandigarh, 
informed that Re-tender is under 
process by the state government 
to select the Implementing Insur-
ance Company only in cluster-3 
for Kharif 2023 to Rabi 2023-24 
under PMFBY. Therefore, Banks 
are requested to stop enrolment 
for cluster-3 till the Implementing 
Insurance Company is finalised. 

How the insurance companies 
can assess the loss in the harvested 
crops and how they can apply the 
‘Crop -Cutting” method after the 
crops have been harvested? To 
hide their failure to work in time, 
the insurance companies take the 
help of satellite data and pictures, 
which creates resentment among 
the farmers as satellite cannot show 
the actual loss/ damage. How can 
a satellite capture the insects/ crop 
diseases hit crops? For example, 
the insurance company used sat-
ellite data instead of crop cutting 
method in Churu district of Raj-
asthan. Rajasthan farmers leaders 
allege that instead of 700 crore 
rupees that were due to farmers 
by using crop cutting data, the SBI 
General Insurance Company had 
given them only 213 crore rupees 
by using satellite data. 

Now through its letter dated 
18/8/2023, Akhil Bhartiya Kisan 
Sabha, District committee, Churu, 
Rajasthan has requested the Dis-
trict Collector, Churu to order to 
start ‘Crop Cutting’ immediately 
so that exact loss to the crops can 
be assessed, as due to severe heat 
and shortage of rain in the region 
the kharif crops are ready to be 
harvested and some farmers have 
even started the harvesting.

The central government has 
accepted some discrepancies in 

PMFBY and laxity by the system 
in implementation. (PIB release 
dated 14 March, 2023) 

“Though timelines for each 
activity including settlement of 
claims are provided in the Op-
erational Guidelines of PMFBY, 
settlement of few claims in some 
States got slightly delayed due to 
reasons like delayed transmission 
of yield data and late release of 
State share in premium subsidy 
by the States, yield related dis-
putes between insurance com-
panies and States, non-receipt of 
account details of some farmers 
for transfer of claims to the bank 
account of eligible farmers and 
National Electronic Fund Transfer 
(NEFT) related issues, erroneous/
incomplete entry of individual 
farmers data on National Crop 
Insurance Portal (NCIP), delay 
in remittance of farmers share of 
premium/non-remittance of farm-
ers share of premium to concerned 
insurance company etc.” 

Feeling the shortcomings in 
PMFBY, some States/UTs like 
Bihar, Telangana, Andhra Pradesh 
Jharkhand, West Bengal and Gu-
jarat have opted out of the scheme 
after implementing it for some sea-
sons due to their own reasons like 
perception about risk and financial 
constraints. Due to the efforts of 
Ministry of Agriculture & Farm-
ers Welfare, Andhra Pradesh has 
re-joined the scheme from Kharif 
2022 season and Punjab has made 
a budget announcement to do so. 
Farmer Unions are also 
demanding a new policy in 
place of PMFBY. 

A Haryana based RTI activ-
ist and farmer leader Dr. Balbir 
Singh alleges that there is a nexus 
between governments and the 
insurance companies for allowing 
the insurance companies to loot the 
farmers’ as well as public money. 
He says, “The savings of over Rs 
57000 crore under PMFBY since 
2016, mostly to private insurance 
companies clears the ulterior mo-
tive. This explains the reasons for 
the nexus between governments 
and insurance companies. Gov-
ernments of India and the states 
deliberately try to cover up the loot 
of companies by disseminating the 
figures of insurance claim pay-

ment in proportion to the premium 
taken from the farmers through 
huge advertisements, hiding the 
premium paid from the govern-
ment exchequer. But the reality 
of these efforts comes to the fore 
when the state governments fail to 
bear the PMFBY premium subsidy 
and by not accepting the average 
production figures (CCEs) by the 
companies, on the pretext of satel-
lite technology. Due to denial of 
insurance claim, under PMFBY 
by the insurance companies on 
one or the other pretext, state 
governments of Punjab, Bihar, 
West Bengal, Andhra Pradesh, 
Telangana, Jharkhand, Gujarat etc. 
have shied away. The Maharashtra 
government is scrambling to get 
out. Madhya Pradesh and Tamil 
Nadu governments have adopted 
the Beed formula (80:110).”

Dr. Singh demands that in order 
to stop the loot of government and 
farmers’ money by private insur-
ance companies, the insurance 
premium for all the crops of all 
the farmers should be paid by the 
government and got it done by the 
government insurance company.

All India Joint Convention of 
Workers and Farmers was held 
on August 24,2023 at Talkatora 
Stadium, New Delhi. The con-
vention was called by Samyukta 
Kisan Morcha and Joint Platform 
of Central Trade Unions, repre-
senting farmers and workers from 
across the nation. The Convention 
highlighted the agricultural crisis 
in India due to the pro-corporate 
and anti-farmer policies of the 
Union Government, which has 
resulted in falling incomes and 
rising indebtedness and suicides 
among the farmers. 

The Convention culminated 
in the formulation of a Charter 
of Demands, encompassing issues 
such as implementation of written 
assurances made by the Union 
Government including the legal 
guarantee of MSP; withdrawal of 
PMFBY and establishing a com-
prehensive Public Sector Crop 
Insurance Scheme for all crops 
along with other issues. 

Will the Central Government 
re-assess the PMFBY or leave the 
harassed, distressed and loan bur-
dened farmers to suicide under the 
present system? 

Why the farmers have to agitate everytime to get compensation? 

Year Premium collected Claim Paid Profit 
2016-17 21949.87 16826.75 5123.12 
2017-18 24468.36 22087.97 2380.39 
2018-19 29687.75 29336.91 350.84 
2019-20 32362.06 27372.97 4989.09 
2020-21 31689.95 20771.05 10918.90
2021-22 29598.43 17881.43 11717.00 
2022-23 27900.78 5760.80 22139.98 
TOTAL 197657.20 140037.88 57619.32 

Treating other countries only as a 
market will never work: PM Modi

Modi, Meets ISRO scientists involved in 
Chandrayaan-3 Mission in bengaluru

Article 35A denied key rights to non-
residents in J&K: Supreme Court

Police busts terror 
module In Jammu and 
Kashmir’s Bandiporav

Additional attention to Biden’s security, a special 
elevator is being prepared in Delhi’s hotel !
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Consider these facts: Artificial intelli-
gence (Ai) is here to stay; Ai possesses 
the capability to fundamentally change 
the way in which we work; Ai can, by 

assimilation of data from multifarious online 
sources, present far more powerful (and seem-
ingly creative) solutions than any human can; 
Ai is a far greater force of either good or evil (or 
both). Given all this, Ai needs to be regulated.

Governments across the world are grappling 
with the regulation of Ai. till recently, the 
greatest advances in the regulation of Ai have 
been made in the European union (Eu), Brazil, 
Canada, Japan and now, China. Countries in the 
Eu, Brazil and the united kingdom (which shall 
be referred to hereafter as “western systems”) 
have adopted regulatory measures with differ-
ences which, on a closer study, are superficial. 
regulations in Japan and China, however, are 
fundamentally different from the western system. 
the western systems have all adopted means 
of regulation which are intrinsically western in 
character. that is to say, they are founded in the 
Eurocentric view of jurisprudence. the eastern 
model is entirely different.

the western model focuses on a risk-based 
approach. first, lawmakers create a pyramid of 
risks and identify the risks posed by every type of 
Ai-based application. the pyramid of risks then 
proceeds to be divided into four categories: ‘unac-
ceptable risk’, ‘high risk’, ‘limited risk’ and ‘low 
risk’. in the Eu therefore, lawmakers have gone 
about prescribing prohibited classes of activities 
for the ‘unacceptable risks’, a regulated class of 
activities for the ‘high risks’, and a simple set of 
disclosure-based obligations for the ‘low risks’. 
Brazil too has followed a system of categorisation 
of risks and regulations to address those risks. 
it also has strict governance measures to be 
complied with by all Ai applications. Canada too 
follows a similar pattern of identifying activities 
to be prohibited, and clear regulations on how 
Ai-based applications must function.

As far as the eastern models are concerned, 
the Japanese government’s integrated innova-
tion strategy Promotion Council has framed 
a set of rules called the “social Principles of 
Human-Human-Centric Ai”. it was published 

by the Japanese government in March 2019 
and manifests the basic principles of an Ai-
capable society. the first part contains seven 
social principles that society and the state must 
respect when dealing with Ai: human-centricity; 
education/literacy; data protection; ensuring 
safety; fair competition; fairness, accountability 
and transparency, and innovation.

the Chinese regulations are even more in-
teresting. the opening lines of Article 4 of 
these regulations are: “the provision and use 
of generative artificial intelligence services shall 
abide by laws and administrative regulations, 
respect social morality and ethics, and abide by 
the following provisions”.

the law goes on to prescribe the kind of values 
that should be upheld and promoted by artificial 
intelligence services, and the ends that should be 
achieved through these Ai-based applications 
and services. the difference is stark. While there 
are areas of overlap, it is readily evident that one 
set of rules (the western model) spells out what 
must be done, and how to do it. the weight of the 
rules rests on the means to be adopted and the 
rationale underlying those means. the other set 
of rules focuses on the ends and the values that 
must be upheld by compliance with the rules. 
the western model is perfect for the West — a 
clear set of rules, which a rule-abiding society 
will undoubtedly comply with, along with a set of 

proscriptions and punishments for the few who 
violate the law. the eastern model is more open, 
and embraces the overlap between the legality 
of the rules and the morality of the rules. legal 
systems which possess this overlap have even 
been given the name, “Hindu Jurisprudence”, 
by legal philosopher Harrop freeman.

Why is there this difference between the 
West and the East? in the 1930s, Professor 
northrop of the yale law school undertook 
a very interesting study of legal systems in the 
East and the West. While he was not particularly 
focused on indian legal systems, his conclusions, 
as outlined below, are very apt to us as well.

deifferent theories
After examining the cultural relativism be-

tween the eastern and the western systems, 
Professor northrop concluded that eurocentric 
legal systems (or western legal systems) created 
rules of law through “postulation”. that is to say, 
the legal system defines precisely what must be 
done in any given social order, by humans, and 
prescribes the penalties for non-compliance 
therewith. on the other hand, eastern or ori-
ental legal systems created rules of law through 
“intuition”. that is to say, the law prescribes 
the end that is to be achieved, and the morality 
underlying that law. the subjects intuitively 
divine for themselves the most appropriate 

means of achieving those ends, keeping in view 
the underlying morality of the law. in india, 
our ancient legal systems were so profoundly 
successful because there was a clear indication 
of the end to be achieved, as well as an under-
lying moral code. People complied with those 
laws by the process of intuition underlaid by 
morality. We see repeated echoes of these in the 
Pandavas’ exile to the forest, and in Emperor 
Ashoka’s edicts. this served us well. neighbour 
China has a story where Emperor Wudi in 140 
BC punished his errant sister, by proclaiming, 
“the laws are created by my former royal fathers. 
if i break their laws because of my sister, how 
can i face them in the royal temple after i die?” 
law and morality are synonymous in the East.

Justice v. ramasubramaniam, who retired 
recently from the supreme Court of india has 
lamented in more than one judgment that our 
slavish tendency is to ape western legal systems. 
one of his most celebrated judgments, on cryp-
tocurrency in india, has, at its core, the sanskrit 
epigram “neti neti” — meaning “it is neither this 
nor that”. one would expect regulators to take 
the cue from our judges and frame our newest 
regulations based on our eastern models of 
jurisprudence.

thus, systems based on Ai must be regulated. 
it is for india to frame its regulations. Do we 
slavishly copy the West, and frame lengthy 
regulations, with labyrinthine procedures and 
procrustean punishments? 

niti Aayog has circulated three discussion 
papers which touch upon Ai. in each of these, 
there are references only to the Ai regulations in 
the Eu, the united states, Canada, the united 
kingdom, and Australia. it has gone on to state: 
“the responsible Ai principles discussed earlier 
in this Paper, have been developed by first 
identifying systemic considerations prevalent 
among Ai systems across the world, and iden-
tifying principles that may be used to mitigate 
the identified considerations.” A reading of the 
discussion paper suggests that niti Aayog is 
going to follow the western model.

Srinath Sridevan is a Senior Advocate at the 
Madras High Court. Views are personal.

india needs to regulate Aiindia’s MsME 
push needs refining 
for better results

The recent G-20 trade and 
investment ministers’ meet-
ing, under India’s presidency, 
was a significant event, rep-
resenting a vast majority of 

the world’s economic output, trade flows, 
and population. While the geopolitical ten-
sions surrounding Ukraine led to China 
and Russia blocking certain references, the 
broader focus on global trade and invest-
ment remained undeterred. The inability to 
release a comprehensive communiqué due 
to geopolitical disagreements is concerning. 
However, the silver lining is the G-20 nations’ 
collective commitment to bolstering global 
trade and investment. This collective resolve 
is a testament to the belief that cross-border 
commerce and investment are pivotal for 
global prosperity and growth. India’s govern-
ment has identified five key outcomes from 
the meeting. These include discussions on 
global standards to bridge regulatory differ-
ences and a compendium of best practices 
for recognizing professional qualifications 
in sectors like medicine, law, and nursing. 
Commerce and Industry Minister Piyush 
Goyal’s assertion that these outcomes are 
among the most significant in G-20 discus-
sions is noteworthy. The push for digitaliza-
tion of trade documents is a progressive step. 
While the focus is currently on transactional 
paperwork, future discussions should also 
encompass government filings for cross-
border trade. The ‘Jaipur Call for Action’ is 
particularly promising. By urging global orga-
nizations like the International Trade Centre, 
WTO, and UNCTAD to enhance the Global 
Trade Helpdesk, the G-20 is addressing the 
information gap that often hampers small 
businesses. This initiative aligns with Prime 
Minister Narendra Modi’s emphasis on sup-
porting MSMEs, which play a crucial role 
in global employment and GDP. However, 
while global initiatives are essential, domes-
tic actions are equally critical. India must 
introspect on its support mechanisms for 
MSMEs. The current push for investments 
through productivity-linked incentives can 
be refined to cater more to MSMEs. While 
large investors might find the bureaucratic 
process smoother, smaller enterprises still 
face challenges. 

BOOKS: review

the year 2023 marked a sig-
nificant surge in literature 
dedicated to Babasaheb 
Ambedkar, with seven 

distinct volumes released in just 
seven months. the remarkable 
aspect of this literary outpouring 
is the minimal overlap among 
these works, a testament to the 
multifaceted life and vast output 
of Ambedkar.

savita Ambedkar’s autobiog-
raphy, Babasaheb, offers readers 
a rare glimpse into Ambedkar’s 
personal life, focusing on their 
marital years. in stark contrast, 
shashi tharoor’s Ambedkar: A 
life delves into the legacy of the 
man, steering clear of personal 
anecdotes. scott stroud’s the Evo-
lution of Pragmatism in india and 
the co-edited volume Ambedkar in 
london both explore the profound 
influence of Ambedkar’s education 
in new york and london. Ashok 
Gopal’s A Part Apart and the re-

viewer’s own Becoming Babasaheb 
approach Ambedkar’s life from 
different angles, with the former 
concentrating on his writings and 
the latter on his personal journey.

However, syed sayeed’s under-
standing B.r. Ambedkar’s Annihi-
lation of Caste stands out, focusing 
solely on a single text. While the 
other books are rooted in historical 
context, sayeed’s work deliberately 
removes the text from its historical 
backdrop. An intriguing aspect of 
this literary wave is the fact that 
all these books are authored by 
non-Dalits, raising pertinent ques-
tions about representation and 
appropriation.

sayeed’s book, in particular, 
delves into the complex realm of 
identity. He differentiates between 
the essence of a person and their 
identity, suggesting that the former 
is independent of socio-cultural 
contexts. He challenges the pre-
vailing notion that only those who 

share Ambedkar’s identity can truly 
understand or represent him. say-
eed posits that empathy and sensi-
tivity are more crucial than shared 
identity or experience. However, 
his assertion that Ambedkar’s Dalit 
identity was merely incidental to 
his fight against the caste system 
is debatable.

While sayeed’s work is a sum-
mary of Ambedkar’s Annihilation 
of Caste, it also seems to be a cri-

tique of modern ‘wokeness’ and the 
left-liberal approach to Ambedkar. 
the reviewer finds this perspective 
limiting and suggests readers might 
find more comprehensive insights 
in the other available works.

the surge in literature on 
Ambedkar is not just a reflection 
of his enduring legacy but also a 
testament to the contemporary 
relevance of his teachings. As the 
world grapples with issues of in-
equality, discrimination, and social 
justice, Ambedkar’s vision offers 
a beacon of hope and a roadmap 
for a more equitable society. His 
emphasis on education, social re-
form, and constitutional morality 
provides lessons that are timeless 
and universal.

Another noteworthy aspect is 

the diversity of authors who have 
chosen to write about Ambedkar. 
from seasoned politicians to aca-
demics, from journalists to social 
activists, there’s a wide range of 
voices contributing to the discourse. 
this diversity enriches the narra-
tive, offering readers a kaleidoscope 
of perspectives and interpretations.

However, the absence of Dalit 
voices in this recent wave of litera-
ture is glaring. While non-Dalit au-
thors can provide valuable insights, 
the lived experiences of Dalits can 
offer a depth and authenticity that’s 
irreplaceable. future publications 
should strive for a more inclusive 
representation, ensuring that Dalit 
voices are not just subjects of dis-
cussion but active participants in 
the discourse.

in the broader context, these 
books also highlight the global ap-
peal of Ambedkar’s philosophy. His 
ideas resonate not just in india but 
across the world, wherever there 
are struggles against oppression 
and injustice. the universality of 
his teachings, combined with the 
specificity of his indian experi-
ence, makes Ambedkar a global 
icon whose relevance transcends 
borders and cultures.

Book highlights Ambedkar’s 
holistic approach to reform Understanding 

B.R. Ambedkar’s 
Annihilation of 
Caste
By Syed Sayeed;
Permanent Black; 
252 pages; Rs 595

Srinath Sridevan believes oriental and occidental legal views differ, but india should look east.

Manjari Katju explains why election commission’s appointment process is in tight spot as govt and judiciary clash

The surge in 
literature on 
Ambedkar is not 
just a reflection 
of his enduring 
legacy but also a 
testament to the 
contemporary 
relevance of his 
teachings

letterbox
Readers’ feedback adds value to the newspaper. 
Please email comments on reports, features 
and columns to fwletters@gmail.com. We will 
publish them on this page.

of late, the Election Commission of 
india (ECi) has been a focal point 
of differences between the govern-
ment and the judiciary. this time, 

the clash of opinions is over its appointment.
the supreme Court of india, in a judgment 

on March 2, directed that the Chief Election 
Commissioner (CEC) and the Election Com-
missioners (EC) will be appointed by the 
President of india based on the advice of a 
committee made up of the Prime Minister, 
the leader of the opposition in the lok sabha 
or the leader of the single largest opposition 
party and the Chief Justice of india (CJi). this 
judgment of the Constitution Bench was a 
major step towards broadbasing the ECi and 
enhancing its constitutional status. Article 
324 of the Constitution contains a provision 
for such a law to be enacted by Parliament.

the significance of this judgment also lies 
in the fact that this was a unanimous judg-
ment of a five-judge Bench. so far, the top 
officers of the ECi have been appointed by the 
President of india on the advice of the central 
government. However, the government of the 
day, in an unambiguous move, introduced a 
Bill in the rajya sabha on August 10 which 
if passed will overturn this verdict.

the Bill seeks to replace the Chief Justice 
of india from the high-powered selection 
committee, meaning the committee will be 
made up of the Prime Minister (Chairperson), 
leader of the opposition in the lok sabha 
(Member) and a union Cabinet Minister to be 
nominated by the Prime Minister (Member).

the government, through this Bill, has 
taken the supreme Court head on, making 

it clear that it wants greater weightage in the 
appointments of the top election officials — 
and thus a greater hold over the institution. 
Experience and research show that incumbent 
governments, especially those with authori-
tarian streaks, do not usually do away with 
democratic institutions but, instead, relent-
lessly work towards making them pliant. the 
institutional structures remain but are drained 
of their substance. And, in this case, one is 
dealing with a matter of electoral winnability 
and a consolidation of state power.

the procedure of appointments of the CEC 
and the ECs has seen much debate in policy 
and political circles ever since the Constitu-
ent Assembly debates and much has been 
written about it.

A suggestion during the Constituent As-
sembly Debates was that the appointment of 
the CEC should be subject to confirmation by 

two-thirds majority in a joint session of both 
Houses of Parliament (Constituent Assembly 
debates, June 15, 1949). However, Parliament 
was entrusted with the charge of making ap-
propriate laws on the matter.

the v.M. tarkunde Committee appointed 
by Jayaprakash narayan in 1975, the Dinesh 
Goswami Committee on electoral reforms set 
up by the then Prime Minister, v.P. singh, 
in the 1990s, and the second Administrative 
reforms Commission in its fourth report in 
2009 among others made recommendations 
that the appointments of members of the 
ECi should be more broad based (through 
a collegium) than leaving this solely to the 
government on whose advice the President 
made these appointments.

in 2006, a suggestion was made by a former 
CEC, B.B. tandon, to the former President of 
india, A.P.J. Abdul kalam (when both were 
in office) that a seven- member committee 
headed by the Prime Minister should choose 
the CEC and the other ECs. the committee 
should include the lok sabha speaker, the 
leaders of the opposition in the lok sabha 
and the rajya sabha, the law Minister, the 
Deputy Chairperson of the rajya sabha and 
a judge of the supreme Court nominated by 
the CJi. the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) had 
supported such a suggestion and argued for 
a representative collegium, which included 
the CJi to appoint the apex electoral officials. 
BJP General secretary Arun Jaitley in a press 
release on the CPi(M)’s suggested electoral 
reforms in 2006 had said, ‘Any monitoring of 
Election Commission by Government or their 
nominee will be destructive of the indepen-

dence of Election Commission’.
in 2012, senior leader of the BJP and former 

Deputy Prime Minister l.k. Advani reiterated 
the argument that such a collegium should be 
formed with the Prime Minister as its chair-
man, with the CJi, the Minister of law and 
Justice and the leaders of the opposition 
in the lok sabha and the rajya sabha as its 
members. He argued that the prevalent system, 
whereby members to the ECi are appointed 
by the President, solely on the advice of the 
Prime Minister, does not inspire confidence 
among the people.

held in high regard
the ECi has been held to be a reliable, 

responsible and trustworthy institution by 
the people of india. Handling elections that 
involve about 900 million voters (2019 elec-
tion data) through a machinery of 11 million 
personnel in a setting of economic hardship 
and inequalities is a remarkable feat. However, 
going soft on the ruling party or its ideology, 
as the perception is, whether this has to do 
with election schedules, electoral speeches, 
alleged hateful propaganda, electoral rolls 
or other kinds of malpractices, is eroding not 
only its own autonomy but also people’s trust. 
nevertheless, the point remains that the pres-
ent regime still sees the ECi as an institution 
with autonomy. And this autonomy does not 
gel with its goals. it would instead like a firmer 
grip on the ECi through statutory means.

Manjari Katju teaches at the Department 
of Political Science, School of Social Sciences, 

University of Hyderabad

The Election Commission — autonomy in the crosshairs
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1st September 2023: “There is 
a need to balance technology 
and the digital age’s distractions 
and emphasise the importance 
of nutrition in maintaining a 
healthy lifestyle”, stated Dr. 
Bharti Pravin Pawar, Hon’ble 
Minister of State, Ministry of 
Health & Family Welfare, Govt. 
of India at the National Con-
ference & Excellence Awards, 
Food Fortification and Nutra-
ceuticals- The Way Forward for 
Achieving Nutrition Security. 
The national conference was 
organised by the Associated 
Chambers of Commerce and In-
dustry of India (ASSOCHAM) 
in New Delhi.

She further stated, “In today’s 
fast-paced world, it is evident 
that technology is evolving rap-
idly, and its impact on our lives 
is profound. From smartphones 
to laptops, digital devices are 
ubiquitous, especially among 
the younger generation. It is 
essential to manage and strike 
a balance in our usage of these 
technologies. Digital detoxifi-
cation has become a necessity 
to maintain focus and mental 

well-being.”
Dr. Pawar emphasised that 

recent lifestyle changes, charac-
terised by increased screen time 
and reduced physical activity, 
have contributed to the rise of 
non-communicable diseases. 
Nutrition, she emphasised, plays 
a pivotal role in maintaining 
good health, and “Eating right 
is not just a slogan but a way 
of life that we must embrace.”

Dr. Pawar also commended 
the government’s Eat Right In-
dia initiative, which has been 
promoting healthy eating habits 
and ensuring access to nutri-
tious food for all. She cited the 
positive impact of fortifying 
staple foods like salt and cere-
als, addressing micronutrient 

deficiencies on a large scale.
In a significant announce-

ment, Dr. Pawar stated, “I 
am pleased to announce that 
voluntary standards for forti-
fying staples such as milk, oil, 
wheat, flour, rice, and salt were 
notified in 2018. Additionally, 
standards for the fortifica-
tion of processed foods were 
notified in December 2020. 
These standards have paved 
the way for a healthier and 
more nutritious food supply 
in our country.”

Understanding the potency 
of food fortification in the bat-
tle against malnutrition and 
related health challenges, she 
stressed that “enhancing the 
nutrient content of commonly 

consumed foods can make a 
substantial impact on public 
health.” Dr. Pawar stressed 
that “it is our collective re-
sponsibility to ensure that this 
knowledge is translated into 
QA plpractical solutions that 
reach those in need.”

India’s commitment to the 
International Year of Millets 
was also highlighted by Dr. 
Pawar, who underlined the 
nutritional benefits of millets 
and their potential to improve 
the health and well-being of 
the nation’s citizens.

Lastly, Dr. Pawar urged 
unity, harmony, and collabo-
ration in the mission to build a 
healthier and more prosperous 
India, emphasising the impor-
tance of leveraging knowledge 
gained during the conference 
to effect meaningful change.

In his welcome address, 
Vivek Chandra, Chairman 
of the Food Processing and 
Value Addition Council at AS-
SOCHAM and CEO of Global 
Branded Business at LT Foods 
Ltd, stated, “As we stand here 
at the intersection of science, 
innovation, government policy, 
and private sector initiatives 
to together tackle the com-

plex challenges of addressing 
malnutrition, we recognise 
the critical role that food for-
tification and nutraceuticals 
play in shaping the health and 
well-being of our society. India 
achieved food security with 
the Green Revolution and has 
now, in fact, become the lead-
ing exporter of agricultural 
products to the world in sev-
eral categories. We account for 
almost 40% of the global trade. 
However, India still has a long 
way to go to provide nutrition 
security, and that is why the 
focus now moves from not just 
food security, but from food 
security to nutrition security.”

Arun Om Lal, Co-Chairman 
of the Food Processing and 
Value Addition Council and 
Chairman of the Food For-
tification & Nutraceuticals 
Taskforce at ASSOCHAM, 
stated “my primary focus 
is addressing malnutrition, 
whether undernutrition or 
overnutrition, through food 
fortification. Nutraceuticals 
play a crucial role, covering 
health supplements, botani-
cal products, and more under 
FSSAI regulations clarified in 
March 2022.”

New Delhi: X, formerly 
Twitter, underwent a number 
of changes after being acquired 
by tech billionaire and SpaceX 
founder Elon Musk last year. 
The latest one was renaming the 
micro-blogging platform from 
Twitter to X and changing the 
“iconic” bird logo in favour of an 
“X” logo. The platform witnessed 
not a decrease in the number 
of downloads but saw a decline 
in weekly active users too, the 
media has reported. There was 
a four per cent decline in X’s 
weekly active users in the weeks 
that followed the rebranding of 
Twitter, says a report by Tech-
Crunch that quoted data from 
SensorTower.

As per Eric Seufert of Mobile 
Dev Memo, Twitter witnessed 
a drastic fall in its “Top Down-
loaded” chart position across 
both Android and iOS devices, 
following Twitter’s renaming to 
X. However, the installs for the 
Twitter Lite app, which has been 
designed for emerging markets, 
increased after the name change.

However, the report (again 
quoting Sensor Tower) noted 
that the company’s revenue 
surprisingly increased after the 
rebranding and between August 
6 to August 20, the company’s 
revenue substantially jumped by 
~25 per cent, primarily driven 
by revenue from iOS (up 24 per 

cent). This comes amid recent 
reports that say a majority of 
followers that Musk has, are 
fake. A significant number of 
Musk’s 153 million followers are 
fake and they may be inactive 
and new accounts. According 
to a report by Mashable, out of 
the more than 153 million fol-
lowers Musk has, about 42 per 
cent or more than 65.3 million 
accounts have zero followers. The 
report mentioned and reviewed 
data collected by third-party 
researcher Travis Brown.

X’s rival Instagram Threads is 
also struggling to retain its users 
after an initial high and launch. 
The company lost more than 75 
per cent of its daily active users 
(DAUs) on Android. According 
to analytics firm Similarweb, 
the Instagram Threads app for 
Android peaked at 49.3 mil-
lion daily active users on July 7, 
globally. Now, the app has lost 
79 per cent of its DAUs. As on 
August 7, the app’s DAUs were 
down to 10.3 million.

ARUN kUMAR RAO
Bengaluru 

Navratna Defence PSU Bharat 
Electronics Limited (BEL) and Is-
rael Aerospace Industries (IAI), Is-
rael’s leading aerospace and defence 
company, have inked an MoU for 
co-operation in addressing India’s 
requirements in the domain of Short 
Range Air Defence Systems, Press 
statement from BEL said.

The MoU was signed by K V 
Suresh Kumar, Director (Market-
ing), BEL, and Avi Elisha, VP and 
General Manager, Missile Systems 
Division, IAI, in the presence of 
Bhanu Prakash Srivastava, CMD, 
BEL, in Bengaluru.  The partner-
ship marks yet another significant 
step towards cementing the synergy 
between the two companies which 
have a long history of association. 
BEL and IAI are engaged in several 
joint development / production / 
product support programmes for 
the Indian Defence forces. The MoU 

aims at leveraging IAI and BEL’s 
capabilities, and is in sync with the 
‘Atmanirbhar Bharat’ and ‘Make in 
India’ policies of the Government 
of India.

Bhanu Prakash Srivastava, 
CMD, BEL, said, “BEL consid-
ers IAI, Israel, as a key strategic 
partner. This MoU is envisaged to 
boost the co-operation between the 
two companies in the field of Short 
Range Air Defence Systems. It will 
empower the Indian industry to 
make significant contributions 
towards equipping our forces with 
state-of-the-art Short Range Air 
Defence Systems.” Boaz Levy, 
IAI›s President and CEO, said, 
“BEL and IAI have a successful 
partnership in the field of Air 
Defence in India. Together, we 
are providing the Indian Armed 
Forces with high-end Air Defence 
capabilities that meet their high-
end operational requirements 
on one hand and ‘Make in India’ 
requirements on the other. 

sAtish hANDA
Ambala 

Addressing press conference at 
New Grain Market Ambala City, 
President of Haryaana State 
Vyapar Mandal Bajrang Das 
Garg a former CONFED Chair-
man accused ruling government 
policies responsible for decline 
of small scale and medium in-
dustry in Haryana state as a 
result nearly 80% small scale 
industry manufacturing con-
sumer and engineering products 
has either been closed down 
or facing severe sickness and 
on the verge of closure caus-
ing severely unemployment in 
the state due to erratic govern-
ment policies. Garg said that 
trade and industry owners in 

the state are extremely upset, 
annoyed due to complicated 
GST formalities imposed with 
effect from 1st July 2017 as well 
as money laundering law and 
ED staff excesses on business 
community compelling them 
to leave their profession.

Garg said that small scale 
industry manufacturing 
consumer products, food 
products, cosmetics, phar-

maceuticals, textile goods 
engineering consumer prod-
ucts and electrical goods are 
worst affected in the state. He 
said, ruling state government 
in Haryana state had assured 
that 75% youths in Haryana 
will be provided jobs in private 
sectors, but government has 
failed to provide jobs even to 
75 unemployred youths in pri-
vate sectors in the state in past 

about four years. Garg said 
bringing GST under money 
laundering law by the ruling 
government has proved worst 
for business community due 
to severe harassment by the 
officers of the department. The 
worst part is that government 
has failed to implement GST 
since after it was launched 
and changes in GST rules have 
been made by the government 
itself hundreds times since after 
it started, clearing indicating 
that the government itself is 
unaware of the same. Garg said 
that ruling government should 
roll back money laundering 
law immediately for the sur-
vival of trade and industry 
as well as harassment over 
businessmen by ED officers. 

BEL receives orders 
worth Rs. 3,289 Cr

ARUN kUMAR RAO
Bengaluru 

Navratna Defence PSU 
Bharat Electronics Limited 
(BEL) has received new De-
fence and non-Defence orders 
worth Rs. 3,289 Cr. during 
July and August 2023 (till 
date). Orders are for supply 
of Low Level Light Weight 
Radars, SONARS, IFF Sys-
tems, SATCOM Systems, EO/
IR Payloads, TRM/DTRMs, 
Jammers, Encryptors, Data 
Link Systems, Fire Control 
Systems, Radars for Directed 
Energy Systems, Semi Rug-
ged Telephone Exchanges, 
Software Defined Radios and 
various others types of radios, 
Electronic Voting Machines, 
AMC and Spares. These also 
include the LoI / order worth 
Rs 1,075 Cr received today 
from Hindustan Shipyards 
Limited for supply of CMS, 
Communication Systems, EW 
Systems and other sensors for 
Fleet Support Ships.

kUlBiR siNgh kAlsi
Chandigarh 

Telecom Regulatory Author-
ity of India (TRAI) has is-
sued the recommendations 
on “License Fee and Policy 
Matters of DTH Services”.

The Ministry of Informa-
tion and Broadcasting (MIB), 
vide letter No. 2/33/2021-
BP&L dated 02.02.2022, 
sought recommendations 
of TRAI under Section (11)
(1)(a) of the TRAI Act, 1997.

The reference alluded to 
the amendments carried 
out by the Department of 
Telecommunications (DoT) 
in Unified License (UL) 
Agreement. Vide the amend-
ments dated 25.10.2021 
and 06.10.2021, DoT has 
rationalized the definition 
of Adjusted Gross Revenue 
(AGR) and Bank Guarantee 
(BG) quantum respectively 
under structural reforms.

The DTH operation in 
India is governed by the 
policy guidelines for ob-
taining license for providing 
DTH broadcasting services 
in India. These guidelines 
prescribe a License Fee (LF). 
LF is a non-tax fee levied on 
a service provider against the 
privilege of being permitted 
to carry out a licensed ac-
tivity. As per the provisions 
of the guidelines, the DTH 
operators are required to pay 

a LF, which is 8% of Adjusted 
Gross Revenue (AGR) on a 
quarterly basis to MIB.

Bank Guarantee (BG) is 
a type of financial instru-
ment to ensure that a service 
provider pays their dues on 
time and is obligated to fulfil 
the terms and conditions of 
the license agreement. The 
extant DTH guidelines pre-
scribe a BG for an amount of 
Rs 5 crore for the first two 
quarters, and thereafter, for 
an amount equivalent to LF 
for two quarters and other 
dues not otherwise securi-
tized.

Based on the reference, a 
Consultation paper on “Li-
cense Fee and Policy Matters 
of DTH Services” was issued 
by TRAI on 13th January 
2023. Written comments 
and counter-comments on 
the Consultation Paper were 
invited from the stakehold-
ers by 27th February 2023 
and 13th March 2023 re-
spectively. The Authority 
received 07 comments and 
1 counter-comment from 
various stakeholders. All 
these comments and coun-
ter-comments are available 
on TRAI website www.trai.
gov.in. An Open House Dis-
cussion was also convened 
on the issues raised in the 
Consultation Paper on 20th 
April 2023 through video  
conferencing.

New Delhi: Asit C. Mehta 
Investment Intermediates Ltd 
(ACMIIL), a leading brokerage 
house and subsidiary of Asit 
C Mehta Financial Services 
Ltd, announced latest version 
of trading & investments plat-
forms, which was unveiled by 
Bollywood actor Pratik Gandhi 
at the Bombay Stock Exchange.

The new version aimed at 
investors, traders, and business 
associates is designed to provide 
a seamless and flexible trading 
and investment user experience. 
Brokers can execute the trade 
on behalf of investors. Besides, 
investors themselves too can 
download the app and execute 
the trade more proficiently. 

Deena Mehta the First and 
only woman President of BSE 
and the Managing Director 
of Asit C. Mehta Investment 
Intermediates Ltd, said, “We 
at ACMIIL, have always been 
at the forefront of technology 
enablement. This is largely to as-
sist our clients and associates in 
running their businesses skilfully 
and in a cost and risk-efficient 
manner. The launch of our new 
BAT app will help in channel-

izing the larger investor pool 
driven by investors beyond met-
ros. We are extremely confident 
that we would be right on top 
from a technological innovation 
perspective in the industry.”

Madhu Lunawat, Director on 
the board of ACMIIL and Ex-
ecutive Director at Pantomath 
Group, said, “We treat our busi-
ness partners more like family 
and will always be supportive 
of their expansion as a com-
pany. In addition to assisting 
our associates and partners with 
their technological needs, we are 
also working to promote their 
business growth through lead 
generation along with various 
other strategic initiatives. The 
BAT app is a step to transform 
Tier II and Tier III regions into 
growth enablers for India, as 
collective growth is the key to 
improving the Indian economy.”

Bollywood actor Pratik Gan-
dhi, said, “While most compa-
nies are focusing on larger cities 
and larger investors, ACMIIL 
is going to smaller cities and 
working with smaller investors 
to create financial awareness 
across the country.”

MuMbai: Asia’s richest man 
Mukesh Ambani began execut-
ing a succession plan for his 
USD 200-billion energy-to-
technology conglomerate Re-
liance Industries, appointing 
his three children Isha, Akash, 
and Anant to the board of the 
company which he will continue 
to chair for five more years.

Till now, the three children 
were involved only at operating 
business-level and none were on 
the board of the India’s largest 
listed company.

The board of Reliance met 
ahead of the company’s annual 
general meeting to approve the 
appointment of twins Isha and 
Akash as well as Anant, as the 
“non-executive directors of 
the company,” the firm said 
in a stock exchange filing on 
Monday.

At the shareholders’ meeting, 
Mukesh Ambani said US Ivy 

League university-educated sci-
ons have “earned their stripes” 
and he saw “the flame” of his 
legendary father Dhirubhai 
shine in them.

The 66-year-old tycoon, 
joined the board of India’s most 
valuable company at the age of 
20 years in 1977, has secured 
another five-year term as the 
company head after expiry of 

the current terminal on April 
19, 2024.

“Today, I see both my father 
and me in Isha, Akash, and 
Anant. I see the flame of Dhi-
rubhai shine in all of them,” he 
said, adding he would mentor 
them for the leadership role. 
“I shall continue to perform 
my duties and responsibilities 
as Chairman and Managing 

Director for five more years, 
with greater vigour.” Ambani 
has been talking about suc-
cession since 2021. Last year, 
he handed over the baton of 
India’s largest mobile firm Reli-
ance Jio Infocomm Ltd to his 
first-born Akash Ambani, and 
identified retail business for his 
twin sister Isha, 31, and new 
energy business for Anant, 27.

Jio Infocomm is a subsidiary 
of Jio Platforms, in which Meta 
and Google hold stakes and is 
still chaired by Mukesh Ambani. 
Reliance Industries Ltd is the 
parent of Jio Platforms.

Reliance also said Mukesh 
Ambani’s wife Nita has stepped 
down from the board to focus 
more on strengthening the 
firm’s charity arm. She will 
continue attend all board meet-
ings as a permanent invitee in 
capacity as the Chairperson of 
Reliance Foundation.

ARUN kUMAR RAO
Bengaluru 

Amaze, a leading provider of 
power backup solutions in India, 
unveiled its widest range of en-
ergy solutions. One of the fastest 
growing inverter and battery 
brand in India, Amaze offers 
an extensive range of inverters, 
batteries and solar products that 
are designed to withstand long 
and frequent power cuts. The 
launch ceremony was graced 
by Indian cricketer, Virat Kohli, 
along with Luminous Power 
Technologies team including 
Preeti Bajaj, CEO and MD, 
Neelima Burra, Senior VP and 
Chief Strategy, Transformation 
and Marketing Officer, Amit 
Shukla, Senior Vice President 
& Country Head – Energy Solu-
tions Business and Rajesh Kalra, 
Vice President – Amaze Energy 
Solutions Business.

Speaking on the occasion, 
Preeti Bajaj, CEO and MD of 
Luminous Power Technologies, 
said, “Amaze has established 

itself as a high-performing, en-
ergy-efficient and reliable brand, 
powering the dreams and aspi-
rations of emerging India with 
uninterrupted power supply. 
The next wave of growth in the 
retail and energy sector is being 
witnessed in Bharat, from tier 2 
and 3 cities, powered by higher 
purchasing power. With a strate-
gic focus on innovation, sustain-
ability and expansion, Amaze 
is poised to make a significant 
impact on the energy landscape 
in India, and our target is to 
double our market share and 

customer touchpoints in next 3 
years. Leveraging this expansive 
distribution network, we aim to 
further boost our growth with 
strong focus on high-capacity 
inverters and solar solutions.”

“India is on the pathway to 
build a sustainable power net-
work on its road to achieve Net 
Zero targets. In a world where 
sustainable energy is becoming a 
necessity, Amaze Solar Solutions 
have been developed to cater to 
a diverse range of consumers, 
from individual homeowners 
to small enterprises.

FW Desk
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“The concept of pumped stor-
age is gaining importance and 
it’s time to focus on building 
up hydropower potential”, 
stated M. A. K. P. Singh, 
Member Hydro & CISO Min-
istry of Power (MoP), Central 
Electricity Authority (CEA) 
at the Annual Conference 
2023 titled Hydropower & 
Pumped Storage - Critical for 
Grid Resilience organised by 
the Associated Chambers of 
Commerce and Industry of 
India (ASSOCHAM) in New 
Delhi. He further highlighted 
the Government’s perspective 
on the energy sector’s require-
ments and the essential role of 
stakeholders in advancing the 
nation’s power capabilities.

Centered around the discus-
sions on the hydro-rich state’s 
industry, M. A. K. P. Singh pro-
vided insights into the nation’s 
evolving energy landscape. “We 

have been adding more ther-
mal capacities in the previous 
years. Initially, hydro was at its 
peak, and later on, we leaned 
towards thermal generation, 
including rapid gas expansion. 
However, this led to a slip in 
capacity addition in the micro 
sector,” he explained.

With the advent of Renew-
able Energy with Forecasting 
and Scheduling (RAFC) ca-
pacity, the Member Hydro & 
CISO MoP, CEA explained the 
pressing need for additional 
storage solutions. “There is 
an urgent need to add storage 
capacity,” he asserted, citing 
the significant role Pumped 
Storage Schemes play in grid 
stability. He highlighted their 
essential services, including 
grid levelling and supporting 
the integration of renewable 
energy sources.

Addressing the challenges 
facing the sector, M. A. K. 
P. Singh acknowledged on-
going discussions related to 

geological services and devel-
opers› issues at project sites. 
He specifically noted hurdles 
in obtaining Environmental 
Clearance (EC) and forest 
clearance (FC), emphasising 
the importance of streamlining 
these processes.

He also shed light on 
a promising benchmark 
project. «One project will 
showcase the developmental 
prowess of our hydro sec-
tor. While it typically takes 
a decade for construction to 
commission, this benchmark 
aims to achieve it within 32-
36 months,» he revealed, en-
couraging accelerated project 
execution.

Highlighting the private 
sector›s role, he mentioned, 
«Private players have been 
contributing remarkably well 
to the micro sector. This posi-
tive trajectory should alleviate 
concerns about returns and 
investment, as we embrace 
the forthcoming hydro policy.»

Fortification standards have paved the way for a healthier and more 
nutritious food supply in our country says Dr. Bharti Pravin Pawar 

BEL & Israel Aerospace Industries sign 
MoU to tap opportunities in Short 
Range Air Defence Systems’ domain

TRAI releases recommendations 
on “License Fee and Policy 
Matters of DTH Services”

Twitter’s Rebranding to X 
caused decline in rankings 

Asit C Mehta Investment Intermediates 
launches all-new version of trading & 
investments platforms 

Nearly 80% small scale industry in Haryana either 
closed down or facing sickness: Bajrang Garg

Ambani sets succession plan in motion; 
appoints children to Reliance board

‘Amaze’ launches widest range of Inverter,batteries & solar 
products in presence of Brand Ambassador Virat Kohli

Exploring Hydro Power Potential & Pumped Storage 
Vital for Grid Resilience, says M. A. K. P. Singh
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SatiSh Singh

India can be-
come a devel-
oped country 

in the year 2047, 
which will be the 

hundredth year of India’s inde-
pendence. This fact come out 
from the analysis of income tax 
returns filed by the citizen of 
India, according to the World 
Bank, the population of India 
is 140 crores now, which will 
increase to 161 crores in the 
year 2047.

At present the number of 
workers in India is 53.0 crores, 
which may increase to 72.5 
crores in the year 2047. In per-
centage term it is 37.9 today, 
which will increase to 45 in the 
year 2047. At the same time, 
the number of workers/pro-
fessionals/businessmen, who 
are eligible to pay income tax 
is 31.3 crore at present, which 
may increase to 56.5 crore in 
the year 2047. In percentage 
term it is 59.1, which may in-
crease to 78 in the year 2047. 
According to the United Na-
tions, the number of workers 
aged 15 to 64 will remain at a 
high level until the year 2040, 
but after that it will decrease. 
This shows that there will be a 
boom in economic activities till 
2040, which will help India to 
become a powerful country in 
the world.

In 2047, 22 percent of the 
workers will be associated with 
agriculture. Since, farmers 
working in agriculture sector 
are exempted from income tax. 
Therefore, due to the decrease 
in the number of workers in 
agriculture and increase in their 
number in other sectors, there 
will be a significant increase 
in income tax collection. In 
the assessment year 2023, the 
weighted average income of In-
dians has become Rs.13 lakh, 
which can increase to Rs.49.7 
lakh in the year 2047. It may be 
noted that the weighted aver-
age income of Indians in the 
assessment year 2013-14 was 
just Rs.4.4 lakh.

The number of income tax 
return filers in assessment year 
2023 has increased from 7.3 
crore to 7.8 crore in comparison 
to assessment year 2022. Of 
these, 5.8 crore or 75 per cent 
income tax returns were filed 
before the due date. There has 
been a huge reduction in the 
number of people filing income 
tax returns with penalty charges 
after the due date. In the assess-
ment year 2020, the number 
of such people was 60 percent, 
which decreased to 25 percent in 
the assessment year 2023. In the 
assessment year 2024, 6.8 crore 
people filed income tax returns 
by the due date, while by March 
2024, 1.8 to 2.0 crore people 
can file income tax returns. 

There has been a significant 
reduction in the percentage of 
people filing NIL income tax 
returns in assessment year 2023. 
The number of such people was 
84.1 per cent in assessment year 
2012, which reduced to 64 per 
cent in assessment year 2023.

The top 5 states with the 
highest number of income tax 
return filings in AY 2023 are 
Maharashtra, Uttar Pradesh, 
Gujarat, Rajasthan, and West 
Bengal. Compared to the as-
sessment year 2022, 64 lakhs 
more income tax returns were 
filed in the assessment year 
2023. Maharashtra topped the 
list of states that filed income 
tax returns. Thereafter, Uttar 
Pradesh, Punjab, Gujarat, and 
Rajasthan ranked second, third, 
fourth and fifth respectively. 
Among the smaller states, Ma-
nipur, Mizoram, and Nagaland 
saw a 20 per cent increase in the 
number of income tax return 
filers in the last nine years. Over-

all, 4.81 crore more income tax 
returns were filed in AY 2023 as 
compared to AY 2015 and 1.00 
crore more income tax returns 
were filed in AY 2023 as com-
pared to AY 2020. Among the 
states filing income tax returns, 
the maximum increase was in 
Maharashtra, followed by Uttar 
Pradesh.

There is a difference in the 
place of work of income tax re-
turn filers and their permanent 
residence, its reason may be 
migration of workers to other 
states for employment. Linking 
of PAN card with Aadhaar can 
reveal the real picture of per-
manent residence of income 
tax return filers and state-wise 
percentage of income tax re-
turn filers can also change. This 
may also change the ranking of 
states filing income tax returns.

To provide better facili-
ties to the entrepreneurs, the 
Udyam Portal was launched 
by the Modi Government on 1 

July 2020, in which so far 2.2 
crore Micro, Small and Me-
dium Enterprises (MSMEs) 
have registered themselves. 
A tally of MSME registration 
data on the Udyam portal with 
state-wise income tax return fil-
ing data reveals that 2.18 crore 
entrepreneurs have contributed 
significantly to the increase 
in the number of income tax 
return filers.

In assessment year 2011, the 
number of income tax return 
filers was 1.6 crore or 84 per 
cent in the income tax slab of 
Rs.5 lakh, whose number in-
creased to 6.85 crore in assess-
ment year 2023. This confirms 
that both the number of people 
filing income tax returns and 
their income have increased in 
the past years.

In AY 2023 as compared to 
AY 2012, 13.6 per cent of those 
filing income tax returns have 
shifted to the slab above Rs 5 
lakh, out of which 8.1 per cent 
have shifted to the slab of Rs 
5 lakh to Rs 10 lakh, 3.8 Per-
cent people have shifted from 
Rs 10 lakh to Rs 20 lakh slab, 
while 1.5 percent people have 
shifted from Rs 20 lakh to Rs 50 
lakh slab. Whereas 0.2 percent 
people have shifted from Rs 50 
lakh to Rs 1 crore slab and 0.02 
percent people have shifted to 
above Rs 1 crore slab.

Not only this, but it is also 
estimated that in the year 2047, 

about 27 percent of the people 
filing income tax returns will 
shift from the bottom to the 
top slab. 17.5 per cent of those 
filing income tax returns will 
shift from Rs 5 lakh to Rs 10 
lakh slab, while 5 per cent will 
shift from Rs 10 lakh to Rs 20 
lakh slab. Whereas 3 percent 
people will shift from Rs 20 
lakh to Rs 50 lakh slab, 0.5 
percent people will shift from 
Rs 50 lakh to Rs 1 crore slab 
and 0.075 percent people will 
shift to above Rs 1 crore slab.

The increase in the number 
of income tax return filers and 
income tax collection can be 
attributed to various reasons 
such as increase in income of 
low-income group people, in-
crease in the number of people 
who were not filing income tax 
returns earlier, showing low 
income or zero income. There 
is a decrease in the number of 
such people who are avoiding 
to paying tax. 

It can be said that due to the 
appropriate policies of the gov-
ernment, the Indian economy 
is continuously getting stron-
ger and for this reason, the per 
capita income is expected to 
increase from Rs.2 lakhs in the 
year 2023 to Rs.14.9 lakhs in 
the year 2047.

Satish Singh, Ahmedabad 
based Senior Columnist, Views 

are personal. 

India on the Way to Become a Developed Country

New Delhi: Goods and 
services tax (GST) collection 
in August grew 11 per cent to 
Rs 1.59 trillion annually on ac-
count of increased compliance 
and anti-evasion measures. In 
August 2022, collection was Rs 
1.43 trillion.

However, during the month, 
the tax collected by the Centre 
(CGST) and the states (SGST), 
and the revenue from imports 
and inter-state sales moder-
ated over the previous month. 
In July, GST collection stood 
at Rs 1.65 trillion. Economists 
attributed the moderation in 
collection to muted growth in 
integrated GST (IGST) and the 
cess on imports, up merely 3 per 
cent in August.

However, in June and July, 
imports fell annually. Collec-
tion from IGST on imports had 

fallen in April too, but recov-
ered in May. “The headline GST 
numbers are marginally lower 
than our estimates, dampened 
by imports. However, overall 
collection so far this financial 
year remains robust,” said Aditi 
Nayar, chief economist, ICRA.

The government expects 
average monthly GST collec-
tion to be Rs 1.6-1.65 trillion 
this financial year. Experts are 
expecting the momentum to 
continue but are not ruling out 
certain inhibiting factors.

“The steady increase in rev-
enue not only reflects resur-
gence in consumer demand but 
also underscores the govern-
ment’s efforts to boost capital 
expenditure, which, in turn, is 
encouraging private investment. 
Nonetheless, it’s worth noting 
that growth prospects may be 

tempered by factors such as a 
weak monsoon, elevated infla-
tion, and higher interest rates,” 
said Saurabh Agarwal, tax part-
ner, EY. After the settlement 
of taxes for inter-state sales, 
the Centre collected Rs 65,909 
crore, while the states garnered 

Rs 67,202 crore, the ministry 
said. Notably, April had seen the 
highest ever GST collection at 
Rs 1.87 trillion, followed by the 
second highest in July.

“The revenues for the month 
of August 2023 are 11 per cent 
higher than the GST revenues 

in the same month last year. 
During the month, revenue 
from import of goods was 3 per 
cent higher and the revenues 
from domestic transactions 
(including import of services) 
are 14 per cent higher than the 
revenues from these sources 
during the same month last 
year,” the finance ministry said 
in a statement on Friday while 
releasing the provisional data.

Major states such as Uttar 
Pradesh, Maharashtra, Guja-
rat, and Tamil Nadu reported 
double-digit annual growth 
rates in GST collection.

While Maharashtra reported 
a strong 23 per cent jump at 
Rs 23,282 crore, Karnataka’s 
increased 16 per cent to Rs 11,116 
crore and Gujarat’s went up 12 
per cent to Rs 9,765 crore, the 
official data showed.

iNDore: Reserve Bank gover-
nor Shaktikanta Das on Friday 
said the central bank expects 
retail inflation to start declining 
from this month.

He was referring to the 
central government’s steps to 
check prices of vegetables like 
tomatoes, restrictions on export 
of non-basmati rice and reduc-
tion in prices of household LPG 
cylinders. Das was addressing a 
programme organised by Devi 
Ahilya Vishwavidyalaya in In-
dore to interact with local stu-
dents. Earlier, he also attended 
the central board meeting of the 
Reserve Bank.

“We expect (retail) inflation 
to start coming down from 
September. Although August’s 
(retail) inflation will be very 
high, we expect inflation to start 
coming down from Septem-
ber.  Tomato prices have already 
fallen and retail prices of other 
vegetables are also expected to 
come down from this month, he 
said.  Das said the government 
has taken several steps to ensure 
affordable supply of tomatoes 
and other items of common 
need to the people. “Restric-
tions have been imposed on the 
export of non-basmati rice. The 
prices of LPG cylinders used in 

homes have been cut recently. ‘’.
 According to government 

data, retail inflation rose to a 
15-month high of 7.44 per cent 
in July.  “In July, (retail) infla-
tion was at a very high level. This 
surprised everyone. But mainly 
due to high prices of tomatoes 
and other vegetables, we were 
expecting it to remain high in 
July. ‘.  He asserted that despite 
all the global challenges, India 
is among the fastest-growing 
major economies in the world.

 Das said that the position 
of Indian banks is strong and 
stable due to strong regulatory 
measures, “but the domestic 
financial world always needs 
to be vigilant”.

 “You must have seen the 
failure of some banks in the 
US recently and big banks like 
Credit Suisse in Switzerland. 
But this global turmoil had no 
impact on India,” he said.

NewDelhi: Adani Group 
stocks posted gains on Friday, 
leading to an increase in its 
market capitalisation by Rs 12, 
675 crore.

The total market capitali-
sation of the 10 listed Adani 
Group companies touched Rs 
10.62 trillion, up from Rs 10.49 
trillion in the previous closing.

An analyst said, “The Adani 
Group’s recent surge, especially 
in its power portfolio, exempli-
fies the renewed confidence 
and focus of the investor com-
munity on its potential instead. 
This interest isn’t merely based 
on current performance but is 
also a due to the Group’s ro-
bust financials and strategic 
decision-making.

“Even with recent media 
reports casting a shadow, the 
market is largely brushing aside 
the negatives and pivoting to 
future growth potential of the 
conglomerate. The Group’s 
resilience and adaptability in 

these challenging times have 
set them apart.”

The Adani Group’s power 
portfolio posted strong gains 
on renewed domestic investor 
interest. Adani Power’s shares 
increased by 2.79 per cent to Rs 
330.25, taking its market cap 
to Rs 1.27 lakh crore. Adani 
Green Energy’s shares gained 
1.94 per cent with its market 
cap rising to Rs 1.49 lakh crore, 
while Adani Energy Solutions 
gained 1.59 per cent to post a 
market cap of Rs 92, 017 crore.

Adani Enterprises, the 
group’s flagship company, saw 
its share price rise by 1.27 per 

cent to Rs 2, 450.05, and its 
market capitalisation increased 
to Rs 2.79 lakh crore. Shares of 
Adani Ports also moved up by 
0.92 per cent. The boost to the 
Adani group stocks comes as 
the market recognises group’s 
fundamental strengths and 
brushed aside reports such as 
the Hindenburg report and the 
recent OCCRP report. The Ad-
ani group has rejected these re-
ports’ claims. As per reports, the 
regulator has already examined 
the funds named by OCCRP in 
the Adani probe. Despite these 
external challenges, the Group’s 
financial numbers are robust, 
reflecting operational strength 
and resilience.

In Q1FY24, EBITDA of 
Adani listed portfolio for Q1 
FY2024 grew by 42 per cent 
year on year to Rs 23, 532 
crore. The core infrastructure 
EBITDA registered a growth of 
34 per cent Y-o-Y to Rs 20, 233 
crore (86 per cent of portfolio).

7.8 % GDP growth to 
make big economies 
envy of Indian 
economy : ASSOCHAM 

FW DeSk
New Delhi

Real GDP growth of 7.8 per 
cent in the first quarter of 
2023-24 would certainly 
make major economies of 
the world envy of India which 
has become a major force in 
driving the global economy, 
ASSOCHAM Secretary 
General Mr Deepak Sood 
said.

At a time when major econo-
mies are grappling with high 
inflation, tight monetary con-
ditions, supply disruptions 
amidst geo-political issues, 
India has navigated the global 
headwinds with courage, te-
nacity and a strong-willed 
political leadership, ‹› Mr 
Sood said. Given the present 
global environment, India is 
set to retain its coveted status 
of being amongst the fastest 
growing economies of the 
world for long. 

arun kumar rao
Bengaluru 

Airtel Payments Bank, Frontier 
Markets and the Mastercard 
Center for Inclusive Growth 
announced the launch of She 
Leads Bharat:Udyam, an initia-
tive to elevate 100,000 women-
owned small businesses with 
resources, tools and opportuni-
ties to grow and diversify their 
incomes. The announcement 
was made at the Asia Inclusive 
Growth Forum, an event con-
vening over 100 cross-sector 
leaders for candid, impact-
driven dialogues on advanc-
ing inclusive growth in India 
and across the global south, 
Company press statement said.

 In this first phase, this initia-
tive will enable 100,000 wom-
en-owned small businesses in 
Rajasthan and Uttar Pradesh 
to learn and earn via Frontier 
Markets’ proprietary, flexible 
“Meri Saheli” platform. 10,000 
of these women small business 
owners will be further enabled 
to grow their business by be-
coming Airtel Payments Bank 
Business Correspondents (BCs) 
and unlock additional revenue 
streams. This is aligned with 

the Bank’s vision of ‘Empower-
ing India with Accessible and 
Inclusive Banking.’

Anubrata Biswas, MD&CEO 
said, “Taking our commitment 
forward to empower women in 
rural India to embark on their 
entrepreneurial endeavors, we 
are collaborating with Frontier 
Markets and Mastercard on She 
Leads Bharat:Udyam,”. He said, 
Airtel Payments Bank “We take 
pride to welcome them on board 
as Business Correspondents, 
joining hands with our existing 
network of 50,000 women BCs 
who play a vital role in taking 
banking and financial services to 
underserved rural pockets of the 
country. We look forward to our 
journey in building a financially 
inclusive economy.” He added.

 Ari Sarker, President Asia 
Pacific, said, Mastercard “More 
women entrepreneurs are com-
ing into India’s workforce and 
adding energy to the economy. 
When these business owners 
can access credit and digital 
tools, they can keep expand-
ing and become more resilient. 
That’s good for their families, 
employees and communities. 
That’s what inclusive growth 
is all about,”

Around 10 crore shares of online 
food delivery platform Zomato, 
amounting to an 1.17 per cent of 
the company’s equity, changed 
hands on Wednesday at a total 
deal value of around Rs 947 
crore.

Japanese company Soft-
Bank’s SVF Growth Fund is 
the likely seller in this mega 
transaction, according to CNBC 
TV18. The report had earlier 
said that SVF Growth Fund 
may sell 10 crore shares of the 
company or 1.17 per cent of the 
total equity via block deals at 
Rs 94 per share. SVF Growth 
(Singapore) Pte. Ltd. had 3.35 
per cent stake in Zomato, total-
ling around 28 crore shares.

Zomato shares reached near 
Rs 100 after the block deal, and 
were hovering around Rs 98.45 
in morning. The fresh block sale 
came after another foreign insti-
tutional investor, Tiger Global 
Management, offloaded its en-
tire shareholding of 1.44 per 
cent in Zomato on Monday.

The deal earned Tiger Global 
a total of Rs 1, 123.85 crore. US-
based investment major, via its 

VC fund Internet Fund III Pte 
Ltd, exited online food deliv-
ery platform Zomato. The VC 
firm sold around 12.34 crore 
shares or 1.44 per cent stake in 
Zomato at an average price of 
Rs 91.01 per share. Brokerage 
firm HSBC maintained its buy 
rating on Zomato and raised its 
price target to Rs 120 from Rs 
102 earlier. The note said that 
hyperlocal can become a much 
bigger business for Zomato in 
the long-term. Zomato’s stock 
is likely to be volatile in the near 
term on account of market spec-
ulation around possible exits 
by some pre-IPO shareholders 
(VC/PE/Chinese investors) of 
the company as well as erstwhile 
shareholders of Blinkit who had 
received it under a share swap 
deal, JM Financial Institutional 
Securities had said in its recent 
report.

MuMbai: The rupee recovered 8 paise to close at 82.62 
against the US dollar on Friday due to forex inflows and 
strong macro data. The domestic currency also found 
support from positive sentiment in equity markets 
while a stronger dollar and a spike in crude oil prices 
restricted gains.

According to a survey released on Friday, manufacturing 
activities in India gained momentum in August as new 
orders and output increased at the quickest rates in nearly 
three years. The seasonally adjusted S&P Global India 
Manufacturing Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI) rose to 
58.6 in August from 57.7 in July.  The latest government 
data released on Thursday showed India recorded GDP 
growth of 7.8 per cent during the April-June period of 
2023-24, the highest in the past four quarters, retaining 
its position as the world’s fastest-growing major economy.

 At the interbank foreign exchange, the domestic unit 
opened at 82.58 and 
touched the lowest 
level of 82.76 dur-
ing intra-day trade.  
The Indian cur-
rency finally settled 
higher by 8 paise at 
82.62 against the 
greenback.

 The American 
currency stayed firm tracking cues from positive GDP 
numbers in the US while forex traders awaited em-
ployment and manufacturing growth numbers. Anuj 
Choudhary, Research Analyst at Sharekhan by BNP 
Paribas, said: “We expect rupee to trade with a slight 
negative bias on rising US dollar and surge in crude oil 
prices. However, rise in risk appetite in global markets 
may support rupee at lower levels. Traders may remain 
cautious ahead of US non-farm payroll report and ISM 
manufacturing PMI data. USDINR spot price is expected 
to trade in a range of Rs 82.30 to Rs 83.20.” Meanwhile, 
the dollar index, which gauges the greenback’s strength 
against a basket of six currencies, rebounded 0.59 per 
cent to 104.23.

 Brent crude futures, the global oil benchmark, climbed 
1.08 per cent to USD 87.77 per barrel. On the domestic 
equity market front, the BSE Sensex closed 555.75 points 
or 0.86 per cent higher at 65,387.16 points while the 
broader Nifty jumped by 181.50 points or 0.94 per cent to 
end at 19,435.30 points. Foreign Institutional Investors 
(FIIs) turned net buyers in the capital market on Friday 
as they bought shares worth Rs 487.94 crore, according 
to exchange data.

India’s forex reserves 
drop USD 30 mn to 
USD 594.86 bn

MuMbai: India’s forex reserves 
dropped by USD 30 million to 
USD 594.858 billion for the 
week ended August 25, the 
Reserve Bank said on Friday.

In the previous reporting 
week, the overall reserves had 
dropped by USD 7.273 billion 
to USD 594.888 billion.

It can be noted that in Oc-
tober 2021, the country’s forex 
kitty had reached an all-time 
high of USD 645 billion. The 
reserves took a hit as the cen-
tral bank deployed the kitty to 
defend the rupee amid pres-
sures caused majorly by global 
developments since last year.

For the week ended August 
25, the foreign currency assets, 
a major component of the re-
serves, decreased by USD 538 
million to USD 527.249 billion, 
according to the Weekly Statisti-
cal Supplement released by the 
RBI. Expressed in dollar terms, 
the foreign currency assets in-
clude the effect of appreciation 
or depreciation of non-US units 
like the euro, pound and yen 
held in the foreign exchange 
reserves.

New Delhi: The Income 
Tax department has signed 95 
advance pricing agreements 
(APA) in 2022-23 -- the high-
est ever in any financial year 
since its launch in 2012.

“In FY 2022-23, CBDT re-
corded the highest ever APA 
signings in any financial year 
since the launch of the APA 
programme, signing a total of 
95 APAs,” the income tax de-
partment said in a statement.

The APA programme of 
CBDT is one of its foremost 
initiatives for promoting an 
investor-friendly and non-ad-
versarial tax regime in India. 
Since its commencement in 

July 2012, the Indian APA 
programme has contributed 
significantly to the Govern-
ment of India’s mission of pro-
moting ease of doing business, 
it added.

The Central Board of Direct 
Taxes (CBDT), which is the 
apex decision-making body in 
direct taxes, also signed 32 Bi-
lateral Advance Pricing Agree-
ments (BAPAs) in 2022-23 

being the maximum number 
of BAPAs in any financial year 
till date.

The BAPAs were signed as 
a consequence of entering into 
mutual agreements with In-
dia’s treaty partners-- Finland, 
the UK, the US, Denmark, 
Singapore, and Japan.

Bilateral APAs help reduce 
the transfer pricing disputes 
that arise in respect of inter-
national transactions between 
related companies located in 
the two countries. Also, they 
would lend certainty to inter-
national transactions between 
related companies of the two 
countries.

India’s GST collection increases 11% 
to Rs 1.59 trn on better compliance

Retail inflation expected 
to start coming down from 
this month: RBI Governor

Rupee recovers 8 paise to 
settle at 82.62 against US 
dollar on forex inflows

Adani Group market cap jumps by Rs 12,675 crore 

CBDT signs 95 APAs in FY’23, 
highest ever since launch

Soft Bank likely sold 10 cr shares 
in Zomato for Rs 947 cr stock up

Airtel Payments Bank, Frontier 
Markets & Mastercard Partner to 
Support one Lakh Business Women
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Meenakshi Bhattacharya
New Delhi 

The G-20 summit is going 
to be held in New Delhi next 
month in India. It will be at-
tended by Canadian Prime 
Minister Justin Trudeau. He 
has confirmed joining the 
G-20. But expressed disap-
pointment over not including 
Ukraine during this period. In 
a recent telephone conversa-
tion with Ukrainian President 
Vladimir Zelensky, Trudeau 
promised to ensure that Ki-
ev’s concerns would be given 
due attention. Russia is also 
a member of the G-20, but 
President Putin has confirmed 
that he will not attend. 

The Canadian PM said that 
he will be at the G-20 next 
week and he is disappointed 
that Ukraine is not being in-
cluded, but he said that he will 
stand up for Ukraine. He said 

that he will continue to make 
sure the world stands with 
Ukraine just as Canada does. 
He assured to look forward to 
speaking with Zelensky again 
soon. This conversation be-
tween the two leaders took 
place on Thursday. Trudeau’s 
remarks came in response 
to the revelation by India’s 
External Affairs Minister S 

Jaishankar that nine other 
countries have been invited 
as observers, but Ukraine is 
not in it.

Ukraine has not been invit-
ed to the G-20, but still many 
countries have given their sup-
port to Zelensky. However, the 
Foreign Minister has defended 
India’s decision. He said that 
G-20 is primarily an economic 

forum. This is not a forum 
for resolving conflicts & War. 
India’s G20 Sherpa Amitabh 
Kant further strengthened 
India’s focus on prioritizing 
economic and developmental 
issues at the summit on the 
Ukraine war. However, despite 
all this, Trudeau’s assurance is 
a big hope for Ukraine.

Though, Bangladesh is not 
a member of the G20, but 
Prime Minister Sheikh Ha-
sina will attend it on India’s 
invitation. This summit will 
be held on 9-10 September. 
On behalf of the Embassy of 
Bangladesh in India, it was 
said that bilateral talks are 
expected between PM Modi 
and Sheikh Hasina. The sum-
mit will be attended by lead-
ers of other member countries 
including US President Joe 
Biden, Chinese President Xi 
Jinping and French President 
Emmanuel Macron.

AtlAntA: Former US Presi-
dent Donald Trump is mulling 
over skipping his appearance 
in the Fulton County Court at 
Atlanta in Georgia on Septem-
ber 6, and instead permit his 
attorney to enter his plea in 
writing.

Trump is scheduled to return 
to the city next week as all the 
18 co-defendants in the election 
racketeering case will appear 
in a courtroom and plead to 
the charges brought against 
them by District Attorney (DA) 
Fani Willis. Trump is, how-
ever, considering skipping the 
September 6 court date, as the 
state law allows, an have his 
attorney enter his plea in writ-
ing instead. If that happens, it 
would make Georgia the only 
one of the four criminal cases 
he’s facing where he does not 
enter his plea in person, ac-
cording to CBS News reports.

DA Fani Willis’ case is still in 
the nascent stages and Trump 
along with some of his 18 co-
defendants has signalled that 
they have no interest in seeing 
their proceedings resolved any-
time soon. However, accord-
ing to media reports, Willis 
capitulated on a motion filed 
by indicted former Trump at-
torney Kenneth Chesebro to 
have his trial start on October 
23 to ask a judge to start the 
other defendants’ trials also 
at the same time -- unless they 
object. Media reports said that 
one could expect plenty of the 
accused to do so, perhaps as 
soon as Wednesday.

Trump has personally ap-
peared at arraignments in 

courthouses in New York City, 
Miami and Washington, but 
reportedly he may decide to skip 
a court appearance in Georgia 
and enter his plea in writing, 
CBS News said.

Meanwhile, a top Georgian 
Republican is considering sanc-
tioning DA Willis over Trump 
indictment. Steve Gooch, the 
majority leader of the Repub-
licans and the chief whip in 
Georgia Senate, said the party 
is considering whether to sanc-
tion Fulton County DA Fani 
Willis. Republicans in the Con-
gress have supported Donald 
Trump’s defence as Georgia 
prosecutors brought charges 
against him this year.

The GOP controls the legis-
lature in the Peach State, and in 
an interview with the Atlanta 
Journal-Constitution published 
on Wednesday, Gooch said: 
“We firmly believe that Willis’ 
office is being used for political 
purposes, and that it’s being 
weaponised against Republican 
candidates running for office.” 
People in this state are angry 
on both sides of this issue. Yet, 
a majority of the Republican 
base feels there was fraud in the 
2020 presidential elections and 
that it was not completely vet-
ted properly, Gooch was quoted 
as saying. A lot of people are 

upset and feel they haven’t been 
heard, he said.

Gooch said the party is con-
sidering hearing witnesses to 
testify about “how the DA’s of-
fice is being run”. Willis could 
face complaints under a new 
law coming into force on Oc-
tober 1 on creating a commis-
sion to discipline prosecutors, 
that goes up to their eventual 
removal. Meanwhile, a federal 
judge has rejected the crucial 
defence offered by former 
Donald advisor Peter Navarro, 
paving his trial on contempt 
charges related to defying a 
subpoena from the January 
6 Congressional committee, 
media reports said.

Navarro had declined two 
subpoenas from the bipartisan 
committee investigating the 
Capitol attack and was thus in-
dicted. One of them demanded 
documents and the other re-
quired him to sit for a depo-
sition. Navarro, while facing 
the criminal trial, argued that 
Trump had invoked executive 
privilege, which would prevent 
him from cooperating with the 
summons. But in a hearing to 
consider pre-trial motions in 
the case, federal judge Amit 
Mehta rejected that defence, 
seen as vital to pre-empt Na-
varro’s conviction, The Guard-
ian reported.

As many events unfolded 
on Wednesday, former Proud 
Boys leader Enrique Tarrios’s 
sentencing on charges of sedi-
tious conspiracy has been re-
scheduled to 5 September, due 
to unspecified logistical issues, 
media outlet Politico reported.

SingApore: Tharman Shan-
mugaratnam, an Indian-origin 
Singapore-born economist, reg-
istered a landslide victory in 
Singapore’s presidential election 
on Friday, winning over 70 per 
cent of votes in the country’s 
first contested presidential polls 
since 2011. The 66-year-old for-
mer senior minister bagged 70.4 
per cent (1,746,427 votes) of the 
2.48 million votes cast, while his 
Chinese-origin rivals Ng Kok 
Song and Tan Kin Lian received 
15.72 per cent and 13.88 per 
cent respectively, the Elections 
Department said.

The result was announced by 
Returning Officer Tan Meng 
Dui at past midnight, making 
Tharman Singapore’s third In-
dian-origin president. Elected as 
the 9th president of Singapore, 
Tharman Shanmugaratnam, a 
distinguished economist, be-
came the third Indian-origin 
person to head the prosperous 
city-state for the next six years.

Born to Tamil ancestors from 
the Singapore Indian commu-
nity that forms approximately 
nine per cent of the over 2.7 mil-
lion Singaporean voters, Thar-
man is one of the most qualified 
citizens of the resource-scarce 
city-state that has witnessed 
various development phases 

for over 50 years.
“I have been deeply privileged 

to serve you in many ways over 
the decades – working on the 
ground as well as shaping na-
tional policies for a fairer and 
more inclusive society, and flying 
the Singapore flag high interna-
tionally,” said the 66-year-old 
economist, sportsman and poet 
just days before the Presidential 
Elections was held on September 
1. Tharman beat Ng Kok Song, 
a former chief investment officer 
with the Government of Singa-
pore Investment Corp (GIC), and 
Tan Kin Lian, the former chief of 
the NTUC Income, a state-owned 

union-based insurance group by a 
huge margin, bagging over 70 per 
cent votes in the first contested 
presidential election since 2011. 
Incumbent President Halimah 
Yacob’s six-year term will end 
on September 13. The elected 
president serves a six-year term.

Born on February 25, 1957, in 
Singapore, Tharman is a multi-
generational Singaporean of 
Tamil ancestry from the 19th 
century. One of three children, 
Tharman is the son of Emeritus 
Professor K. Shanmugaratnam, 
a medical scientist known as the 
“father of pathology in Singapore”, 
who founded the Singapore Can-

cer Registry and led a number 
of international organisations 
related to cancer research and 
pathology.

Tharman is married to Jane 
Yumiko Ittogi, a Singaporean 
lawyer of mixed Chinese-Jap-
anese ancestry, who is actively 
engaged in social enterprise 
and the non-profit arts sector in 
Singapore. The couple have one 
daughter and three sons.

Tharman attended the Anglo-
Chinese School before graduat-
ing from the London School of 
Economics (LSE) with a Bachelor 
of Science degree in Econom-
ics. (LSE later awarded him an 

Honorary Fellowship in 2011). He 
subsequently went on to Wolf-
son College at the University of 
Cambridge, where he completed 
a Master of Philosophy degree in 
Economics.

He then became a student at 
the Harvard Kennedy School 
at Harvard University, where 
he completed the Master in 
Public Administration (MPA) 
degree and was a recipient of 
the Lucius N. Littauer Fellows 
Award (given to MPA students 
who demonstrate academic ex-
cellence and leadership). An 
economist by profession, Thar-
man has spent his working life 
in public service roles principally 
related to economic and social 
policies. He has also led various 
high-level international coun-
cils and panels. Tharman has 
served as Singapore’s Deputy 
Prime Minister between 2011 
and 2019 and as Senior Min-
ister in the Cabinet between 
2019 and 2023. In June 2023, 
Tharman announced his inten-
tion to be a candidate in the 
2023 presidential election and 
resigned from all his positions in 
the government and as a mem-
ber of Singapore’s governing 
People’s Action Party (PAP) in 
July 2023, as the presidency is 
a non-partisan office.
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Responding to the authorita-
tive guidance issued by the UN 
Committee on the Rights of the 
Child, which has concluded that 
countries must urgently imple-
ment measures to address the 
damage and threat to children’s 
rights from climate change and 
environmental degradation, Ann 
Harrison, Amnesty Internation-
al’s Climate Advisor, said:

“Children are among those 
most vulnerable to the impacts 
of climate change and environ-
mental damage worldwide, yet 
they are the least responsible for 
this global crisis, which is now 
threatening their rights. “The 
UN Committee’s new guidance 
underscores that children have 
the right to a clean, healthy and 
sustainable environment, as well 
as a right to life, survival and de-
velopment, the highest attainable 
standard of health, an adequate 
standard of living, and education.

“This is a legally significant 
guidance that lays out the obliga-
tion for countries to act under 
the Convention on the Rights of 
the Childto ensure the rights of 

children, including Indigenous 
children, are protected from en-
vironmental degradation and 
climate change, and that they 
receive remedies for harms al-
ready caused. “It also reinforces 
the requirement on states to take 
all necessary measures to protect 
children’s rights from the harms 
caused by the emissions or other 

activities of businesses.
“Children often struggle to 

make their voices heard. Their 
participation in the UN Commit-
tee’s guidance underscores the 
importance of children’s activism 
to protect the environment and 
the obligation for states to respect 
and protect children’s rights to 
freedom of expression, association 
and peaceful assembly. 

“Amnesty International agrees 
with the UN Committee’s con-
clusion that there is an urgent 
and collective need for higher-
income countries, which have 
historically been the largest emit-
ters of greenhouse gases, to meet 
climate finance commitments to 
avoid further negative impacts on 
children’s rights in lower income 
states and elsewhere.” 

Finland’s economy 
to slip into recession

Finland’s economy is projected 
to enter a moderate recession 
within the next 12 months, ac-
cording to a recent forecast.

In its forecast, the OP Fi-
nancial Group (OP), one of 
the largest financial companies 
in Finland, said Scandinavian 
country’s economy is expected to 
contract by 0.3 per cent in 2023 
and remain stagnant in 2024, 
reports Xinhua news agency.

OP Financial Group is made 
up of 106 OP cooperative banks 
and the central cooperative 
which they own, including its 
subsidiaries and affiliated enti-
ties. Its previous forecast pre-
dicted economy to grow by 0.3 
per cent in 2024. In a statement 
on Tuesday, the OP Financial 
Group said that construction 
and company profitability are 
heading for a sharp downturn, 
and investment outlooks remain 
bleak for this year and the next.

Malaysia celebrates 
66th I-Day

Malaysia on Thursday celebrat-
ed its 66th Independence Day 
with parades, fireworks and 
large scale gatherings under the 
theme of unifying ties between 
the nation’s diverse groups.

Shortly after midnight on 
Wednesday, thousands of Ma-
laysians marked the occasion 
through the singing of patriotic 
songs and other activities, with 
the festivities culminating in a 
parade overseen by King Sultan 
Abdullah Sultan Ahmad Shah at 
the administration centre of Pu-
trajaya on Thursday morning, 
reports Xinhua news agency.

The Malaysian monarch was 
joined by Prime Minister An-
war Ibrahim, members of the 
cabinet and other officials, with 
thousands of military and civil-
ian personnel participating in 
the parade besides dancers and 
other performers. In a message 
to the people, Sultan Abdullah 
reminded Malaysians that unity 
is key to harmony, wellbeing of 
the people and the Southeast 
Asian country. “In fact, this 
strong unity is also the main 
key to the stability and prosper-
ity of the country, as well as the 
seed and source of strength for 
us to face any current and future 
challenges, “ he said. “Therefore, 
it is a joint responsibility of the 
leaders and the people to not 
only preserve and strengthen 
the harmony and unity that has 
been achieved but also to fuel it 
among us, “ he added.

Thailand’s employment growth 
slowed in the second quarter of 
this year as droughts affected 
farming despite improvements 
in the vital tourism sector with 
an inflow of foreign visitors, of-
ficial data showed on Monday.

The Southeast Asian coun-
try’s labour force amounted to 
39.7 million individuals in the 
April-June period, represent-
ing a 1.7-per cent year-on-year 
increase, a slowdown from an 
expansion of 2.4 per cent in the 
previous three months, accord-
ing to the National Economic 
and Social Development Council 

(NESDC).
The growth was mainly due to 

an expansion of the non-agricul-
tural sector, with employment in 
hotels and restaurants jumping 
11.7 per cent from a year earlier, 
attributed to the recovery of the 

domestic economy and inbound 
tourists, Xinhua news agency 
quoted the NESDC report as 
saying.

However, employment in the 
agricultural sector saw a dip of 
0.2 per cent year on year to 11.6 

million jobs, partly due to the 
impact of drought, which was 
linked to the El Nino weather 
phenomenon, the report said. 
The agency noted that as cur-
rent cumulative amounts of rain 
across all regions remained be-
low normal levels, the growing 
impact of drought on agricul-
tural employment and income 
adversely affected farming ac-
tivities. The country’s unem-
ployment rate was registered 
at 1.06 percent in the second 
quarter, edging up from 1.05 per 
cent in the January-March pe-
riod, according to the NESDC. 

The 15th summit of the BRICS 
bloc comprising Brazil, Russia, 
India, China and South Africa, 
was held in Johannesburg, and 
majorly focussed on two issues; 
first, admitting new members to 
the five-nation organisation and 
boosting trade using the local 
currency of the member nations.

Reportedly, encouraged by 
BRICS success on the economic 
and geopolitical fronts, a growing 
number of countries in the Global 
South consider it as an attractive 
agent of multilateralism. More 
than 40 nations, including Al-
geria, Egypt, Thailand, and the 
United Arab Emirates, as well 
as key G20 countries such as 
Argentina, Indonesia, Mexico, 
and Saudi Arabia, had formally 
expressed their interest in joining 
the BRICS. But finally only six 
more were added to the origi-
nal members’ list. South African 
President Cyril Ramaphosa for-
mally announced BRICS expan-
sion, and now Iran, Saudi Arabia, 
Egypt, the UAE, Argentina and 
Ethiopia will join BRICS.

Overtly this seems to be an 
attempt to reshape the global 
world order and provide a coun-
terweight to the US and its allies. 
Chinese President Xi Jinping, 
described the expansion as “his-
toric”. Xi had leading the demand 
admitting new members, thus 
shaping-up an enlarged BRICS 
as a way for the Global South to 
have a stronger voice in world 
affairs. Prime Minister Narendra 
Modi, welcoming the expansion 
of the five-nation grouping, said: 
“Through this step, the faith of 
numerous nations in a multi-
polar world order will become 
stronger.” Media reports prior 
to the summit cited Chinese of-
ficials furthering the view that 
the bloc should be a rival to the 
G7. But they were silent on plans 
to enhance the group’s clout on 
the global stage. It would de-
pend on how far it will be able to 
act in unison, as the addition of 
new members has made it even 
more disparate. The Guardian 
quoted the director of the Asia 
and Latin America programme 
at the Inter-American Dialogue, 
Margaret Myers, as saying that 
this move is more symbolic than 
anything -- it’s an indication of 
wide-ranging global south sup-
port for a recalibration of the 
global order.

The decision to admit Iran 
represented a win for both Rus-
sian President Vladimir Putin 
and Xi, giving the group a more 
anti-western nuance. Iran, which 
has been looking for ways to 
sidestep the US.sanctions, was 
indeed elated and same could 

be said about Putin, who’ll be 
hosting the next summit and 
addressed the Johannesburg 
summit virtually.

While India had not opposed 
the expansion of the BRICS, it 
did push for rules and procedures 
to be laid down, which would 
govern which countries could 
enter the bloc. China’s push to 
incorporate Pakistan into the 
BRICS alliance earlier stirred 
a diplomatic conundrum, but 
ultimately it was not amongst the 
lucky six. For Argentina, facing 
dire economic problems, mem-
bership may provide a lifeline to 
escape from the deepening crisis. 
Its president, Alberto Fernandez, 
said it represented a “new sce-
nario” for the country. Ethiopia 
became the only low-income 
country in the group. Its Prime 
Minister, Abiy Ahmed, described 
it as “a great moment” for his 
country.

Al Jazeera quoted Ayham Ka-
mel, the head of Eurasia Group’s 
Middle East and North Africa 
research team, as saying that in 
one move, the Middle East and 
North Africa region could have 
four members in an expanded 
BRICS organisation. This will 
structurally enhance their lever-
age regionally and globally.

A strengthened region would 
further pave the way for a mul-
tipolar world, Al Jazeera quoted 
Trita Parsi, vice president of the 
Quincy Institute for Responsible 
Statecraft, as sayingL “As the 
world moves away from unipo-
larity, the US is also losing its 
ability to act as a gatekeeper, no 
one single state can any longer 
decide who is in the Community 
of Nations and who is a pariah.”

However the most important 
takeaway from the summit was 
described by Ryan Berg, the head 
of the Americas programme at 
the Centre for Strategic and In-
ternational Studies, quoted by the 
Guardian as saying: “For China 
and Russia, this is a win. They 
have been pushing for this for 
five plus years now. For China, 
it allows them to continue to 
build what they hope is a Beijing-
centric order. For Russia, who is 
hosting it next year, it sees this 
as a tremendous opportunity in 

its current moment of significant 
isolation.” In addition, BRICS 
members also discussed sustain-
able development in the climate 
change era, global governance 
reform, and an orderly process 
of increasing trade in local cur-
rencies., which many emerging 
economies are exploring and 
where India is pushing for trade 
in the Indian rupee.

Hippolyte Fofack, chief econo-
mist and director of research at 
the African Export-Import Bank 
(Afreximbank) told The Atlantic 
magazine that the dollar remains 
the global reserve currency, and 
the pace at which other curren-
cies have chipped away at its 
dominance has been incremen-
tal. But a growing number of 
experts, including senior US 
government officials, recognise 
that the aggressive use of eco-
nomic and financial sanctions to 
advance US foreign policy could 
threaten the dollar’s hegemony 
in the years ahead.

There were also rumours that 
the Summit may announce a 
BRICS-issued reserve cur-
rency to be used by members 
in cross-border trade. Though 
the member nations collectively 
enjoy a comfortable balance of 
payment surplus, they don’t 
have the financial wherewithal, 
Hippolyte opined to establish 
such a currency as they lack the 
institutional architecture and 
the scale to sustainably achieve 
this end. Reflecting on these 
challenges, Anil Sooklal, South 
Africa’s ambassador-at-large to 
BRICS, had reiterated in July 
earlier that a BRICS currency 
will not be on the agenda during 
the summit, though expanding 
trade and settlement in local 
currencies will be. According to 
Hippolyte BRICS countries are 
already making strides in the 
use of local currencies in cross-
border transactions. Their use 
is helping to sustain and boost 
cross-border trade between 
members, even amid a chal-
lenging operating environment 
of heightened geopolitical risks. 
It is also loosening the balance of 
payments constraints associated 
with dollar funding, bolstering 
local economies.

9th UK National 
Gatka Championship 
in Hayes on Sept 2: 
MP Dhesi 

london: UK-Gatka Fed-
eration UK, affiliated with the 
World Gatka Federation, in 
collaboration with Gurdwara 
Nanaksar Garib Niwaj in Hayes, 
are organising the upcoming 
9th UK Gatka Championship 
2023 on Saturday, September 
2 in the grounds of Gurdwara 
Nanaksar. This event will wit-
ness the participation of Gatka 
Akharas (Teams) from various 
cities and towns across Britain.

 Revealing the details about 
the event’s preparations, Tan-
manjeet Singh Dhesi, MP from 
Slough and the founder Presi-
dent of Gatka Federation UK 
for over a decade, informed that 
boys and girls, women’s and 
men’s Gatka teams will com-
pete in various age categories 
during this annual national 
championship. 

G20 Summit : Canadian PM Justin Trudeau expresses 
displeasure at not inviting Ukranian PMZelensky

Donald Trump mulling to skip 
September 6 hearing at Atlanta

States must safeguard children’s rights from climate 
change and environmental damage: UN committee

Thailand’s employment growth slows despite tourism recovery

BRICS bloc comprising Brazil, 
Russia, India, China and South 
Africa, was held in Johannesburg

Singapore’s Indian-origin ex-minister Tharman 
Shanmugaratnam wins presidential election
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HigHligHt of tHe week1    no one can stop nation whose youth 

works with spirit of nation first: pm at 

ncc rally2  ’unconstitutional, arbitrary’: sc sets 

aside suspension of 12 Bjp mlas from 

maha assembly3   omicron not result of recombination 

between previous variants:  
study

New Delhi: prime Minis-

ter narendra Modi on thurs-

day proposed elevating ties 

with central asia to an un-

precedented new level, guid-

ed by an “ambitious vision” 

shared by india and the five 

post-soviet republics.”our 

cooperation has achieved 

many successes over the past 

three decades. and now, at 

this crucial juncture, let us 

define an ambitious vision 

for the coming years as well,” 

pM Modi said in the first 

india-central asia summit 

held in a virtual format.
the prime Minister stressed 

the region’s security and pros-

perity can be guaranteed only 

if the india and central asian 

countries firmly bond. pM 

Modi wanted to “make it clear 

that mutual cooperation be-

tween india and central asia 

is essential for regional secu-

rity and prosperity”.
He pointed out that “cen-

tral asia is central to india’s 

vision of an integrated and 

stable extended neighbour-

hood”. central asia and West 

asia are the key pillars defin-

ing india’s doctrine of engag-

ing its “extended neighbour-

hood”.
second, the prime Min-

ister made it plain that the 

next phase of ties can be an-

chored only if the new delhi-

central asia relationship is 

firmly institutionalised at all 

levels drawing many layers 

of stakeholders. “the second 

objective is to give an effective 

structure to our cooperation. 

this will establish a framework 

of regular interactions at dif-

ferent levels and among vari-

ous stakeholders.the prime 

Minister said that the third 

objective of the summit was “to 

create an ambitious roadmap 

for our cooperation.”referring 

to the centrality of regional 

security, the prime Minister, 

specially cited the common 

concern shared by india and 

central asia to defuse turbu-

lence in afghanistan. 
“We are all concerned about 

the developments in afghani-

stan. in this context also our 

mutual cooperation has be-

come more important for re-

gional security and stability,” 

pM Modi said. analysts point 

out that the prime Minister’s 

initiative to deepen structural 

linkages with central asia has 

at least four major objectives. 

First, the new initiative seeks 

to revive the natural historical 

and civilisational ties between 

india and the region in the 

digital age. second, as india’s engage-

ment-from culture, economy, 

energy and military---deepens, 

it will serve an antidote to 

region’s critical reliance on 

china, and the temptation to 

embrace turkey, which is woo-

ing these countries on account 

of their turkic cultural roots. 

india shares this perception 

with russia, whose president, 

Vladimir putin was in new 

delhi last month. third, in-

dia sees secular central asian 

countries as bulwarks to re-

verse the tide of fundamental-

ism and extremism radiating 

from afghanistan and paki-

stan. Fourth, central asia is 

rich in natural resources-an 

element which can be fused 

in india’s atmanirbhar Bharat 

vision.the prime Minister 

spotlighted that india has 

deep relations with all of the 

central asian countries. He 

cited kazakhstan, which had 

emerged unscathed of a seri-

ous bout of internal instability, 

as an important partner in 

india’s energy security.
looking ahead, the pM 

Modi said that the summit will 

also focus on trade, connectiv-

ity, development partnership, 

culture, and people-to-people 

ties. india is keen that the 

landlocked central asia sees 

the iranian port of chabahar 

as the natural gateway to the 

indian ocean, instead of over-

relying on the pakistani ports 

of karachi and the Gwadar in 

the conduct of its seaborne 

international trade. AGeNCieS

PM flags intent to elevate India-Central Asia 

ties to a new level during first regional summitmodi saId  Central Asia is central to India’s vision 

of an integrated and stable extended 

neighbourhood  We are all concerned about the 
developments in Afghanistan. In this 

context also our mutual cooperation 

has become more important for 
regional security and stability

New Delhi: emphasising president ram nath kovinds 

compassion, two retiring majestic horses, Vikrant and Viraat, 

will be retained in the presidents Bodyguard.Both decisions, 

to retain Vikrant and Viraat, are in line with india’s high 

traditions of humane treatment of animals and aligned to 

president ram nath kovind’s own compassion for them it 

is learnt.all policies pertaining to army animals are issued 

by the army headquarters. 
Hence, presidential Bodyguard animals also follow the 

regulations of the Ministry of defence (Mod), president’s 

Bodyguard sources said.the Mod is the administrative 

ministry and only competent authority to explain queries 

pertaining to upkeep of animals.However, the president’s 

Bodyguard will be making a request to the army headquar-

ters to retain Virat in the regiment for his retired life as 

a mark of respect for his services, president’s Bodyguard 

sources said.it is learnt that another majestic horse, Vikrant, assigned 

to president’s Bodyguard and retiring around the same 

time, may be retained similarly. 
AGeNCieS

president’s Bodyguard to 
retain retiring horses vikrant, 

viraat as mark of respect

New Delhi: terming it 

unconstitutional and arbi-

trary, the supreme court 

on Friday set aside the year-

long suspension of 12 BJp 

Mlas from the Maharashtra 

assembly.a bench headed 

by Justice a.M. khanwilkar 

said the suspension could 

have only been for a session 

of the House. it further added that the 

resolution for suspending 

the 12 BJp Mlas for a year 

was illegal and declared it 

ineffective.on January 19, 

the top court reserved the 

verdict on petitions challeng-

ing the one-year suspension 

of the 12 BJp Mlas from 

the Maharashtra legislative 

assembly for their alleged 

misconduct and misbehav-

iour in the House in July, 

last year.a battery of senior advo-

cates -- Mahesh Jethmalani, 

Mukul rohatgi, neeraj kis-

han kaul, and siddharth 

Bhatnagar argued for the 

suspended legislators. 
the senior advocates 

were assisted by advocates 

siddharth dharmadhikari 

and abhikalp pratap singh.

senior advocate c.a. sun-

daram, representing the 

Maharashtra government, 

argued the act of suspending 

a member from the legisla-

tive assembly for one year is 

not barred by the constitu-

tion. the petitioners’ coun-

sel contended that merely 

exercising inherent power 

can the House act contrary 

to the constitution, and no 

preliminary power can go 

beyond the constitution or 

fundamental rights.
the petitioners argued 

that there was no justifica-

tion of suspension, which 

affects the right of the con-

stituency. rohatgi empha-

sized that the decision of 

1-year suspension is grossly 

irrational, as there was non-

compliance with natural jus-

tice.during the hearing, the 

top court had observed that 

the suspension of 12 BJp 

Mlas from the Maharashtra 

assembly in July, for a year, 

for misbehaving with the 

presiding officer in chair, 

both inside and outside the 

assembly, was “worse than 

expulsion”.the suspensions came 

after the legislators had 

misbehaved with the then 

speaker-in-chair, Bhaskar 

Jadhav for refusing them 

sufficient time to speak.the 

suspended BJp legislators in-

clude -- ashish shelar, Girish 

Mahajan, atul Bhatkalkar, 

Jaykumar rawal, yogesh 

sagar, narayan kuch, ab-

himanyu pawar, sanjay kute, 

ram satpute, parag alvani, 

kirtikumar Bhangadiya and 

Harish pimpale. AGeNCieS

‘unconstitutional, arbitrary’: sc sets aside 

suspension of 12 BJp Mlas from Maha Vs
New Delhi: india got its 

first-ever export order for 

BrahMos missiles on Friday 

when the philippines’ de-

fence Ministry signed usd 

374 million contract with the 

BrahMos aerospace pvt ltd 

(Bapl) to supply undisclosed 

number of missiles, military 

officials stated.the Bapl, an india-russian 

joint venture, produces the su-

personic cruise missile BrahMos 

that can be launched from sub-

marines, ships, aircraft, or from 

land platforms.the usd 374 

million contract is to supply 

shore-based anti-ship BrahMos 

missiles to the philippines’ navy, 

the military officials noted.
in a statement, the defence 

Ministry said: “the Bapl 

signed a contract with the 

department of national de-

fence of the republic of phil-

ippines on January 28, 2022, 

for supply of shore-based 

anti-ship missile system to 

the philippines.””the Bapl 

is a joint venture company 

of the defence research and 

development organisation. 

the contract is an important 

step forward for Government 

of india’s policy of promoting 

responsible defence exports,” 

it added.india has already 

deployed a sizeable number 

of the Brahmos missiles and 

other key assets in several stra-

tegic locations along the line 

of actual control with china 

in ladakh and arunachal 

pradesh. 
AGeNCieS

India gets first-ever export order for Brahmos 

missiles; philippines signs usd 374 million contract

New Delhi:   since the 

election commission has 

banned physical campaigning 

due to prevailing covid-19 

situation in the country and 

the political parties are doing 

virtual rallies, the commis-

sion is keeping a close tab 

on the money spent on these 

rallies.
the commission has 

banned the physical rallies 

till January 31 this year and 

will review the situation after 

that.according to the sources, 

the commission’s observers 

are keeping a tab on the cam-

paign contents, which are be-

ing circulated during these 

virtual rallies.the commission on Jan-

uary 14, had conducted a 

detailed meeting with the 

government officials who 

have been designated as 

general, police and expen-

diture observers, who were 

asked to keep close watch 

on the expenditure during 

these virtual rallies too.dur-

ing the meeting with election 

observers the ec underlined 

the twin concerns on expen-

diture and content on virtual 

mode while the chief elec-

tion commissioner sushil 

chandra reminded ‘expendi-

ture observers’ to be innova-

tive in countering ‘new and 

latest methods of inducement’ 

to the voters.the poll panel has issued 

the guidelines to ensure that 

money spent on virtual cam-

paign is fully accounted for in 

the expenditure statements 

filed by candidates and po-

litical parties.the commis-

sion has already amended the 

format of expenditure state-

ment by adding column for 

virtual rallies.the candidates 

are expected to file the details 

of rallies including the num-

ber of virtual rallies, amount 

spent and also the campaign 

contents shared during these 

rallies.
the eci has also directed 

the social media platform 

companies to ensure compli-

ance with the voluntary code 

of ethics amid heavy online 

campaigning due to ban of 

rallies.the commission has 

increased the expenditure 

limits for the forthcoming as-

sembly elections and under the 

new order issued on January 

6, 2022, the maximum limit 

for the expenditure by a can-

didate in Manipur and Goa is 

fixed at rs 28 lakh while for 

the other three states punjab, 

uttar pradesh, uttarakhand is 

fixed at rs 40 lakh. AGeNCieS

eci keeping close watch on 

expenditure of virtual rallies
new delhi:  Vice president and rajya sabha chairman 

M. Venkaiah naidu will chair the meeting of the rajya 

sabha floor leaders on January 31, ahead of Budget session 

of the parliament.this meeting will take place virtually as 

precautionary measure against the covid-19 spread.in the 

customary meeting ahead of the important session, the 

chairman will ask for the co-operation of all political parties 

for the smooth running of the House.recently, the rajya 

sabha chairman also tested positive for covid-19 and now 

he has been recovering, sources said.the government has 

called an all-party meeting on January 31 to discuss issues 

and legislative business for the budget session.the all-party 

meeting of floor leaders will be held virtually.Floor leaders of all the po-litical parties in both the Houses of parliament are invited for the meet-ing to discuss issues and legislative business in the ensu-ing smooth functioning of the Bud-get session.the meeting will be held virtually at 3 p.m.the Budget ses-

sion of parliament will be held in two parts.First part will 

be held from January 31 till February 11, and the second 

part will be held from March 14 to april 8. 
iANS  

naidu to chair meeting 
of rs floor leaders ahead 

of Budget session

New Delhi: Former Vice president Hamid ansari and 

actress swara Bhaskar participated in an event by iaMc 

on republic day, an organisation which tried to get india 

blacklisted by the us, disinfolab said in a report."Former 

Vp ansari & actor swara Bhaskar participating in an event 

by iaMc to 'save pluralism' on #republicday they may 

not know: iaMc paid money to get india black-list by the 

us is linked with Jamaat-e-islami (Jei) & linked with the 

fraud in name of covid crisis," 

disinfolab said in a tweet.uapa 

was imposed on indian american 

Muslim council (iaMc) last year 

for spreading fake news to incite 

communal violence and reinforc-

es the narrative of minority plight 

in india - from fabricated stories 

on caa to tripura violence, the 

report said. iaMc members like 

kaleem kawaja have been vocal supporter of taliban.direc-

tor of operations in iMana is Zahid Mahmood, who is a 

former pak navy official. coincidentally, iMana is also 

linked with islamic society of north america (isna), a 

Muslim Brotherhood front in the us.iaMc is headed by 

rasheed ahmed, who was executive director (2008-17) 

of another shady front -- islamic Medical association of 

north america (iMana).  

AGeNCieS

hamid ansari attends Iamc event which 
had tried to get India blacklisted

The Budget is  people-friendly and progressive. Along with strengthening economy, it will create 
new opportunities in the 

sphere of infrastructure, 
investment and jobs.”NareNdra Modi, Prime Minister

banking & finance
Crypto not currencies as 

they are not issued by the 
central bank: FM 

P4economy & policyLower, middle and higher 
income groups tend to agree 

mostly on Budget 
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        sECTORWIsE                                  
○  defence `1,93,407 crore○  eneRGY `1,47,190 crore○  commUnIATIon 

`21,394 crore○  SocIAL SeRVIce 

`1,78,906 crore 
  

         aLLOTMENT                                 ○  eneRGY 
`1,47,190 crore

○  TRAnSPoRT `1,25,357 crore
○  mSmeS 
`5,000 crore

○  AVIATIon `4,000 crore 

  aLLOCaTION          ○  edUcATIon `1.04 lakh crore
○  home AffAIRS `1,85,776 crore

○  RAILWAYS `1.40 lakh crore
○  commUnIcATIon `1.05 lakh crore 

  sECTORWIsE              
○  AGRIcULTURe 
`1.32 lakh crore

○  defence `5,25,166 crore
○  heALTh `82,600 crore

○  InfRA `1.99 lakh crore   
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vantage  pointDelhi govt receives 1,300 
responses from people 

for its ‘Swaraj Budget’ 
Delhi Budget 2022-23 will bring 

back the derailed economy of 
the city on track and foster 

economic growth 
P2

 
Budget focuses on 

welfare: NaddaThe Union Budget focused 
on upliftment of the poor 

and weaker sections P3
 

66.8 pc feel Budget will 
strengthen the economy 

The Budget well when 
it comes to long-term 

prospects despite the 
hardships they are facing 

at the moment 
P5Govt cuts customs duty 

on some mobile parts
The govt on Tuesday announced duty concessions 

on certain mobile phone 
parts that may make some 

of the mobile handsets 
cheaper.  

P7

with 35% hike, huge push for capital expenditure; digital assets taxed

whats  up

whats down

NEWDELHI: With a special 

focus on capital expenditure, 

Union Finance Minister Nir-

mala Sitharaman presented 

a bigger Rs 39.45 lakh crore 

Budget 2022-23 in Lok Sab-

ha. Eyeing 8% growth in the 

upcoming fiscal, the govern-

ment has planned to extend 

Rs 1 lakh crore interest-free 

loans to states. The personal 

income tax rates have been 

left untouched. The growth 

projection is based on oil price 

projection of $70-75 per bar-

rel next fiscal and against the 

current price of $90.
The CapEx head saw a rise 

by 35.4%, around Rs 2 lakh 

crore, as the economic blue-

print pegged it at Rs 7.50 lakh 

crore against the last year al-

location of Rs 5.54 lakh crore. 

In the current financial year, 

the growth rate is expected 

to be 9.2%. The draft also 

indicates that economic ac-

tivity has recovered to pre-

pandemic level and it is well 

placed to take on challenges 

in 2022-23. The Finance Ministry has in-

creased tax deductions for in-

vestments in pension schemes 

for government employees 

besides proposing 30% tax 

on cryptocurrencies. 
The fiscal deficit has plunged 

to 6.9%. This is estimated to 

be at 6.4% in the next finan-

cial year. National Highways will be 

extended by 25,000 km with 

a hike of Rs 1 lakh crore. The 

scope of PM GatiShakti Na-

tional Master Plan will en-

compass the seven engines 

— Roads, Railways, Airports, 

Ports, Mass Transport, Wa-

terways and Logistics Infra-

structure — for economic 

transformation, seamless 

multimodal connectivity and 

logistics efficiency.
The MGNREGA’s allocation 

is Rs 73,000 crore. The fund 

for Rural Development De-

partment has been hiked to Rs 

1,35,944 crore. In agriculture 

sector, the govenment will 

boost the use of Kisan Drones 

for crop assessment, pesti-

cide spray and land record 

digitisation. Natural farming 

along Ganga will also be the 

government’s focus. 
With mental healthcare in 

mind, the government will set 

up a National Digital Health 

Ecosystem and National Tele 

Mental Health Programme. 

The defence sector drew sig-

nificant attention of the Cen-

tre as it saw a hike of 9.82% 

rise at an overall allocatoin 

of Rs 5,25,166 crore for the 

Ministry of Defence. The capi-

tal for new acquisitions has 

been hiked by over 12%. The 

capital budget for the Border 

Roads Organisation has been 

increased to Rs 3,500 crore. 

 

AGENCIES

EYE ON 8% GROWTH Who
What

Said
The visionary Budget will 

help make India the world’s 
leading economy. The Budget will 

change the economy scale. Its 
size (Rs 39.45 lakh crore) shows 

our economy is rapidly growing 

even in the pandemic.”
aMit Shah, Union Home Minister 

The Budget is mostly 
for capitalists. The country is 

gradually turning into unequal 

as nothing is offered to the poor 

and the farmers while sops 
have been provided to the big 

industrialists.”
P. chidaMbaraM, Former Finance Minister

People had high 
expectations from the Budget 

during Covid period. It has left 
people disappointed as the Union 

Budget offers nothing for them. 

Nothing has been done to bring 

respite from inflation.”
arviNd kejriwal, Delhi Chief Minister

NEW DELHI: Amid the 

Central leadership hailing the 

Budget as people-friendly, Op-

position leaders have slammed 

the government, terming it a 

“Pegasus spin budget”. 
After Finance Minister Nir-

mala Sitharaman presented 

the Rs 39.45 lakh crore Budget 

2022-23 in the Lok Sabha, 

Congress leaders, including 

Rahul Gandhi, said it was a 

“Lollypop budget”. They al-

leged it had exposed the gov-

ernment’s “anti-farmer and 

anti-poor” face. West Bengal Chief Minister 

Mamata Banerjee termed it 

a “Pegasus spin budget” that 

provided nothing to the com-

mon people who have been 

“crushed” by unemployment 

and inflation.Senior Congress leader and 

former finance minister P 

Chidambaram dubbed the 

Budget as “the most capital-

ist” and said the country was 

turning into “very unequal” as 

nothing is offered to the poor 

and the farmers while sops 

have been provided to the big 

industrialists.Congress general secretary 

Priyanka Gandhi Vadra said 

the Budget was nothing but 

an attack on subsidies and old 

rhetoric. The Congress wrote 

on Twitter that the salaried 

and middle classes waited in 

anticipation for a Budget to 

help them through their trou-

bles, but the Lollipop Budget 

has proved that time spent 

waiting for ‘achhe din’ to come 

under BJP rule is nothing but 

time wasted.”Delhi Chief Minister Arvind 

Kejriwal dubbed the Union 

Budget as “disappointing” and 

said it has nothing for the com-

mon people.CPM general secretary Sita-

ram Yechury questioned the 

government on the purpose of 

the Budget and asked why the 

wealthy have not been taxed 

further. “Budget for whom? 

The richest 10% Indians own 

75% of the country’s wealth. 

The bottom 60% own less 

than 5%. Why are those who 

amassed super-profits during 

the pandemic, while jobless-

ness, poverty & hunger have 

grown, not being taxed more?” 

Yechury asked in a tweet.
Bahujan Samaj Party chief 

Mayawati said the Budget 

has been brought to “woo the 

public with new promises” and 

alleged that the Centre has 

forgotten to implement its old 

announcements.Swaraj India president Yo-

gendra Yadav said  the gov-

ernment took its “revenge” on 

farmers for leading a successful 

movement against the now-

repealed farm laws. AGENCIES

Opposition leaders see Lollypop, 

Pegasus spin in govt blueprint‘Why are those who amassed wealth during the 
pandemic, while 

joblessness, poverty 
grew, not being taxed more?’

Following are the highlights of the 2022-23 Budget presented 

by Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman: 

HEALtH AND SANItAtIoN

  The Ministry of Ayush has got Rs 3,050 in the Union Budget 

2022-23, a slight increase of 2.69% from 2021-22 when 

Rs 2,970 crore was earmarked for the same.  

  Budget documents show that the spending on medical 

and public health has been reduced from Rs 74,820 crore 

in 2021-22 to Rs 41,011 crore in 2022-23 due to lower 

requirement of vaccination. 

  The health sector has been allocated Rs 86200.65 crore. 

This is an increase of 16 per cent over Rs 73,931 crore in 

2021-22.DEfENCE  The defence budget has been hiked to Rs 5.25 lakh crore 

from last year when the allocation was Rs 4.78 lakh crore. 

  The major thrust is on procurement of weapons and military 

platforms from domestic players as well as to involve them 

in defence research and development.

  According to Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman, 68% 

of the outlay for defence procurement will be set aside for 

buying from domestic industry and that 25% for defence 

research and development (R&D) will be kept for collabo-

ration with the private sector.

  An independent nodal umbrella body will be set up for 

private players to meet their requirements for testing and 

new technologies and to get the certification.

  The overall defence budget of 5,25,166 crore including 

Rs 1,19,696 crore for defence pensions is an increase of 

9.8% compared to last year’s total outlay. The defence 

budget excluding the pension component stands at Rs 

4,05,470 crore.
  Separately, Rs 20,100 crore has been set aside for the 

Ministry of Defence (civil).
EDuCAtIoN  The allocation for the education sector has been increased 

to Rs 1.04 lakh crore from Rs 93,224 crore (Budget esti-

mate) in 2021-22.
  The Finance Minister, Nirmala Sitharaman, laid emphasis 

on digital modes of education to reverse learning losses 

caused by the Covid pandemic. The revised estimate for 

2021-22 is Rs 88,001 crore.

   ‘One class-one TV channel’ programme of PM eVIDYA will 

be expanded from 12 to 200 TV channels. This will enable 

all states to provide supplementary education in regional 

languages for Class I-XII.

  School education has got Rs 63,449.37 crore, SamagraShiksha 

Abhiyan Rs 37,383.36 crore, Kendriya Vidyalayas Rs 7,650 

crore and Jawahar Navodaya Vidyalayas Rs 4,115 crore. 

Higher Education has been allocated Rs 40,828 crore 

AGrICuLturE  The Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers’ Welfare have 

got Rs 1,32,513 crore, which is a hike of 4.5 per cent than 

the  last year’s budgetary allocation. 

  Rs 6,407.31 crore has been kept aside for the Ministry of 

Fisheries, Animal Husbandry and Dairying. This is around 

44 per cent compared to the last year’s sum.

  The Food Processing Industry has been allocated   

Rs 2,941.99 crore, a hike of over 200 per cent.

  Pradhan Mantri Kisan Yojana has been allocat-

ed Rs 6,75,000 crore and crop insurance scheme  

Rs 15,500 crore.

* Barring diamond traders, the Budget has nothing much  

to offer to the jewellery industry.

  Headphones 
   Electronic toys

   Earphones 
  Unblended fuel

  Smart meters 
   Loudspeakers

  Imitation jewellery    Solar cells

   Solar modules 
   Umbrellas

   X-ray machines

  Phone camera lens   Apparel

  Phone charger 
  Frozen mussels

  Methyl alcohol 
   Cocoa beans

  Polished diamond*   Acetic acid

  Computer, laptop   Asafoetida

The highlighTs

NEWDELHI: Terming it a “zero-sum 

budget”, Congress leader Rahul Gandhi 

alleged that the Union Budget 2022-23 

had nothing for those hailing from poor 

and middle class families. “There is despair 

all around our country, our youth have no 

future and once again the Modi govt’s budget completely 

ignores this painful reality,” he wrote on Instagram.

Meanwhile, taking a dig at him, Finance Minister Sith-

araman said Rahul, as a leader of the oldest political 

party, should understand what was being said. 

Nothing for poor, middle class: Rahul

MuMbAI:Presenting the Bud-

get, Finance Minister Nirmala 

Sitharaman proposed to tax any 

income from transfer of any vir-

tual digital asset at 30 per cent 

and impose a 1 per cent tax de-

duction at source of transactions 

above a monetary threshold.
Sitharaman said it should 

not be seen as a step towards 

legalising or recognising crypto-

currencies. “There is a process of 

consultation, which is going on, 

about crypto,” she said.
Though it made some experts 

feel that the measure was a step 

towards legitimising it, a day 

later, Finance Secretary TV So-

manathan cleared the air that 

cryptocurrency would never be 

a legal tender. In an interview, 

Somanathan said just like gold 

and diamond, despite being 

valuable, are not a legal tender, 

private cryptocurrencies too will 

never be a legal tender.
Earlier, Sitharaman said tax-

ing the digital currencies was 

justified as there had been a 

phenomenal increase in trans-

actions in virtual digital assets, 

making it imperative to provide 

for a specific tax regime.
There will also be no deduc-

tion in respect of any expendi-

ture or allowance except the cost 

of acquisition while computing 

this income. Also, the loss from 

transfer of virtual digital assets 

cannot be set off against any 

other income. Estimates put 

the number of crypto investors 

between 1.5 and 2 crore.

In order to capture the trans-

action details, Sitharaman also 

proposed TDS on payment made 

for transfer of virtual digital at 

1%. Gift of virtual digital assets 

is also proposed to be taxed in 

the hands of the recipient, she 

said. Security agencies have ex-

pressed concerns over the mis-

use of digital coins on Dark Web 

for terror acts, drugs trafficking 

and money laundering.
“Virtual digital assets have 

gained tremendous popularity 

in recent times and the volumes 

of trading in such digital assets has 

increased substantially. Further, 

a market is emerging where pay-

ment for the transfer of a virtual 

digital asset can be made through 

another such asset. Accordingly, 

a new scheme to provide for taxa-

tion of such virtual digital assets 

has been proposed in the Bill,” the 

explanatory memorandum of the 

Finance Bill notes.  AGENCIES

30% tax, but crypto won’t be legal: Govt

New policy

FINaNCe SeCReTaRy TV SomaNaThaN SayS 
CRyPToCURReNCy, jUST 

lIke gold & dIamoNd, wIll 
NeVeR Be a legal TeNdeR

NEW DELHI: Prime Minister Na-

rendra Modi has said digital rupee, 

proposed in the Budget, can be ex-

changed for cash and will open new 

opportunities in the fintech sector.

While addressing the ‘Atmanirbha 

Arthavyavastha’ (self-reliant econ-

omy) symposium organised by the 

BJP, he said the central bank digital 

currency or the digital rupee will 

make online payments more se-

cure and risk free and boost digital 

economy in the years to come.
“The digital rupee will be the digital 

form of our physical rupee and will 

regulated by the RBI. This will be 

such a system that will enable ex-

change of physical currency with 

digital currency,” Modi said at the 

symposium, attended by senior party 

leaders.“Central Bank Digital Currency 

(CBDC) will strengthen the digital 

economy,” he added. AGENCIES

A lot more in fintech sector: PM
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A women ties ‘Rakhi’ to Punjab Chief Minister Bhagwant Mann on Raksha Bandhan, at a programme at Guru 
Nanak Dev University in Amritsar on Wednesday.  Photo : Prabhjot Singh Gill

Jagmohan Singh
Amritsar 

The Shiromani Gurdwara Par-
bandhak Committee (SGPC) 
has initiated strict legal action 
against the film ‘Yaariyan-2’ for 
objectionable scenes in its video 
song ‘Saure Ghare’ which hurt 
the Sikh sentiments. The SGPC 
President Advocate Harjinder 
Singh Dhami has ordered the 
SGPC officials to take legal ac-
tion in this regard.

When this matter came to 
light on Wednesday, the SGPC 
demanded an immediate ban 
on this film and its video song 
on the YouTube web platform 
from the Ministry of Informa-
tion and Broadcasting, Minis-
try of Information Technology 
and Electronics, and Central 
Film Board of Certification. The 

SGPC has objected that a video 
song from the film released on 
the YouTube channel of the 
T-Series on August 27 shows 
a clean-shaven and non-Sikh 
actor wearing a Sikh kakaar 
(Gatra and Kirpan – a symbol 
of faith). This has hurt the senti-
ments of the Sikh community 
living across the globe, said he 
in a statement issued here today.

The SGPC President Advo-
cate Dhami has taken a strict 

stand on this matter and issued 
instructions for legal action. The 
SGPC secretary Partap Singh 
has also sent a complaint to 
the Police Commissioner of 
Amritsar, for hurting religious 
sentiments.

Dhami has said that the insult 
to Sikh kakaars and Sikh prin-
ciples cannot be tolerated in any 
film. He said that the producer, 
director, and actor of the film 
did not do it right by presenting 

Sikh Kakaar Kirpan against Sikh 
principles and maryada (con-
duct). Moreover, the T-series 
company has made a mistake 
by publishing anti-Sikh visuals 
on its YouTube channel. Appre-
ciating the Sikh sentiments, the 
SGPC will not allow this film to 
be released at any cost.

Dhami said that such people 
deliberately inflame the religious 
sentiments of Sikhs. He said that 
despite the fact that everyone 
knows about the Sikh lifestyle 
and living in the whole country, 
Sikhs are deliberately teased by 
such actions. The SGPC is seri-
ous about this film and orders 
have been issued to take legal 
action.

Meanwhile, the SGPC spokes-
man Harbhajan Singh Vakta 
said that the SGPC had also 
contacted the T-Series company 
regarding this matter, which has 
given information about the 
matter being considered. He 
said that an official of T-Series, 
Rahul Dubey, has spoken to the 
SGPC, who has been clearly told 
that this controversial video song 
should be removed from the 
YouTube channel immediately. 
He said that according to Rahul 
Dubey, T-Series might consider 
removing scenes that hurt Sikh 
sentiments from the entire film. 

Sunil Thapliyal
New Delhi 

India will open their Asia Cup 
campaign against arch rival 
Pakistan at Pallekele on Sep-
tember 2. Cricket fans from 
all over the world are looking 
forward to this encounter. 
However, rain may spoil this 
fantastic contest. The weather 
forecast for this match is not 
favourable for either the teams 
or the fans. There is a 70 percent 
chance of rain. In such a case, 
the chances of the match being 
completed are extremely slim. 
The Sri Lanka Meteorological 
Department predicts that rain 
will continue to fall in numerous 
areas for hours.

Meanwhile, teams from In-
dia and Pakistan will meet in 
One-Day International (ODI) 
after a four-year hiatus. During 
the 2019 World Cup, the two 
teams clashed in Manchester. 
After that, the two teams met 
twice in the T20 Asia Cup and 

the T20 World Cup. In this 
case, this is the first of three 
possible contests between the 
two teams before the World 
Cup. And it will most likely be 
ruined by rain.

Last year, both teams met in 
the T20 tournament. This time 
it will be one-day internationals. 
The last five One-Day Interna-
tionals between India and Paki-
stan were one-sided. However, 
fans are expecting a tough battle 
in the Asia Cup. Both teams 
faced each other three times 
in last year›s Asia Cup T20 and 
T20 World Cup. All the three 
matches were decided only in 
the last over. Fans can expect 
a similar match. Fans can look 
forward to a similar thrill. 

Sunil Thapliyal
New Delhi 

Neeraj Chopra won the gold medal 
at the World Athletics Champion-
ships in Budapest, Hungary, on 
Sunday night. He thus ended India’s 
gold medal drought at the World 
Championships, which had been 
going on since the inception of the 
competition in 1983.

The 25-year-old Neeraj is the first 
Indian athlete to win a gold medal at 
the World Athletics Championships. 
Kishore Jena of India finished fifth 
and DP Manu sixth. The year before, 
Neeraj had won silver at the World 
Championships in Eugene, which 
he converted into gold this time. 
Neeraj’s first attempt in the final was 
a foul. However, he bounced back 
tremendously in the second attempt 
and achieved a distance of 88.17 
metres, which was not matched by 
any player till the end.

Neeraj scored 86.32 metres in 
his third attempt, 84.64 metres in 
his fourth attempt, 87.73 metres 

in his fifth attempt and 83.98 me-
tres in his sixth attempt. Arshad 
Nadeem of Pakistan, a gold med-
allist at the 2022 Commonwealth 
Games, competed against Neeraj. 
Nadeem, a 90-metre thrower who 
has just undergone elbow surgery, 
made his comeback with a throw 
of 70.63 metres in the first round. 
He qualified for the final in second 
place behind Neeraj Chopra with 
a personal best of 86.79m. Arshad 
Nadeem from Pakistan took sil-
ver. He set a personal best of 87.82 
metres. Jakub Wadlech from the 

Czech Republic won the bronze 
medal after his third place. Julian 
Weber of Germany finished fourth, 
missing out on a medal. Neeraj won 
the historic silver medal in the last 
season of the championships. In the 
competition held in Oregon, Neeraj 
threw the javelin 88.39 metres. He 
ended India’s 19-year drought for 
a medal. This championship has 
been held since 1983. This is the 
third medal for India in the World 
Athletics Championships overall. 

Prime Minister Narendra Modi 
on Monday congratulated Neeraj 
Chopra on his gold medal in the 
men’s javelin throw at the World 
Athletics Championships. In a post 
on X, Prime Minister Modi said, 
“The talented @Neeraj_chopra1 ex-
emplifies excellence. His dedication, 
precision and passion make him not 
just a champion in athletics but a 
symbol of unparalleled excellence in 
the entire sports world.” “Congrats 
to him for winning the Gold at the 
World Athletics Championships,” 
Mr. Modi said.

FW DeSk

September is expected to be one 
of the driest months of the year 
for Jammu and Kashmir as well 
as Ladakh, with no significant 
precipitation predicted for the 
first two weeks of the month, 
the Meteorological Department 
has said.  “September is climato-
logically the driest month of the 
year for J&K and Ladakh. No 
significant weather is expected 
for the next 2 weeks,” stated 
MeT Director Sonam Lotus in 
a recent update.

This announcement comes 
in the wake of severe heat wave 

conditions that have persisted 
since the start of the summer 
season in Kashmir, with tem-
peratures reaching as high as 
34.6 degrees Celsius in Srinagar. 
May, June, and July of this year 
witnessed early and unprec-
edented heat conditions, mak-
ing them the warmest months.

While heatwaves are typical 

for large parts of north and cen-
tral India in May, the abnormally 
high maximum temperatures in 
places like Jammu and Kashmir 
have been a cause for concern. 
Urban areas like Srinagar have 
recorded day temperatures 
ranging from 30 to 40 degrees 
Celsius, exacerbated by various 
local weather conditions and 
man-made factors. One signifi-
cant factor contributing to the 
ongoing heat wave is the feeble 
Western Disturbances, which 
typically bring rainfall and cloudy 
skies to Jammu and Kashmir 
while regulating temperatures 
during this time of the year. 

kaviTa Sharma

Climate Change, Forest degrada-
tion and illegal hunting and trade 
are some of the major threats 
for the Birds in India. A recent 
Report of State of India’s Birds 
gives some worrying trends. Out 
of 942 bird species assessed, 204 
species have declined in last 30 
years. According to a report re-
leased recently, which is based 
on 30,000 birdwatchers in the 
country, 338 bird species studied 
in India for changes in numbers 
over the last 30 years, 60 % birds 
species have shown a long term 
decline and 40% of the bird spe-
cies are currently declining. 

 There are many species of birds 
that are declining and those with 
a large range in habitats outside 
the Protected Areas, especially 
habitats like grasslands, rivers 
and coasts. Protection of birds 
requires an approach beyond 
Protected Areas incorporating 

entire landscapes. 
 The State of India’s Birds re-

port was created to assess the con-
servation status of the majority 
of species of Birds that regularly 
occur in the country. Though 
widespread species of Birds are 
declining worldwide, but in India 
lack of Information has meant 

that conservation attention has 
been focused on only few species.

The factors that affect the Birds 
in India are Climate change, Ur-
banization, hunting, pollution, 
disease, ecosystem degradation 
and monocultures. Wild bird 
populations and assemblages can 
be impacted by these threats in 
complex ways and at different 
spatial scales. The report contains 
a brief outline of the methods 
used to come up with the State of 
India’s Birds. Powered by Citizen 
Science, State of Indian Birds 
returns with a wider assessment 
of Birds in India for conservation 
priority. This second addition of 
SoIB 2023, which is coming after 
a gap of three years, is based on 
much larger information, around 
30million field observations from 
over 30,000 birdwatchers span-
ning across the country, enabling 
more species to be assessed. It was 
867 species in the year 2020 to 
942 species in 2023. 

 The International Union For 
Conservation of Nature (IUCN) 
Red List shows that 49% of bird 
species are declining worldwide, 
compared with only 6% increas-
ing. In India generalist species like 
Feral Rock Pigeon, Ashy Prinia, 
Asian Koel and Indian Peafowl 
are doing well. Other common 
species like Baya Weaver and Pied 
Bushchat are relatively stable. But 
the larger picture is grim 60% of 
species are showing long term 
decline and 40% of special are 
currently declining.

71st Miss World 2023 contest is 
set to be held in Kashmir later 
this year with 140 participating 
countries, thanks to the G20 meet 
held here in May.

This was disclosed at a break-
fast press briefing in Srinagar on 
Tuesday. The press briefing was 
attended by Miss World, Karolina 
Bielawski, Miss India, Sini Shetty, 
Miss World Caribbean, Emmy 
Pena and Miss World England 
Jessica Gagen and Miss World 
America Shree Saini and Miss 
Asia Pricilia Carla Saputri Yules. 
“Kashmir has everything and it is 
the best place to host an event like 
Miss World. I am so grateful to 
see the beautiful place in India, 
the beautiful lakes here, everyone 
has welcomed us nicely.

“The hospitality we got was 
wonderful. It would be exciting to 
see 140 countries participating in 
the event. Every place has its own 

beauty, but the pleasant hospital-
ity here has been overwhelming”, 
Karolina Bielawski said. Miss In-
dia, Sini Shetty said, “It is a proud 
moment that Miss World 2023 is 
going to be held in Kashmir. This 
moment would be like Diwali as 
140 countries are coming to India 
and participating as a family”. All 
pageant winners had breakfast 
with other dignitaries at a local 
five-star hotel. Rouble Nagi of 
Rouble Nagi Art Foundation and 
Chairman PME entertainment 
in India, Jamil Saidi were also 
present at the breakfast meeting. 
Miss World America, Shree Saini 
and Julia Morley, chairperson and 
CEO of the Miss World Organ-
isation have joined the pageant 
winners’ Kashmir tour. India 
would be hosting the pageant 
after nearly three decades. The 
last time the country hosted the 
event was in 1996.

arun kumar rao
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In a Mid-air Miracle, A two 
year-old girl , who had suddenly 
stopped breathing onboard a 
Bengaluru-Delhi VIstara flight 
on Sunday, was saved through 
emergency medical treatment 
by five doctors who happened 
to be the toddlers co-passengers. 
The aircraft made an emergency 
landing in Nagpur and the child 
was handed over to paediatri-
cians. She is still under treat-

ment, though doctors said she 
is out of danger.

Bengaluru’s Kempegowda 
International Airport (KIA) 
confirmed that Vistara flight 
U814 which took off at 9.01 pm, 
had mid-air medical emergency 
when the minor girl with a heart 

condition stopped breathing. 
After an announcement by 
the crew, five doctors from the 
Delhi’s All India Institute of 
Medical Sciences (AIIMS) who 
were returning after attending 
a medical conference in the city, 
rushed to the child’s rescue. AI-
IMS New Delhi in a statement 
later said the doctors on the 
flight examined the child and 
found that her purse was miss-
ing. She had stopped breathing 
and her lips and fingers had 
turned purple. 

arun kumar rao
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Hockey India hosted “Sunehra 
Safar” in Bengaluru, witnessed 
a joyful and special send-off cer-
emony for the Hangzhou Asian 
Games-bound Indian Men and 
Women Hockey Teams. The 
occasion, particularly for the 
players, was doubly special as 
the federation had invited their 
parents and family members 
from different parts of the coun-
try to be part of the occasion, 
which also involved the teams 
and their family members get-
ting felicitated. For many, this 
was the first time, to have their 
parents, spouse, children and 
siblings part of a ceremony of 
this accord which was graciously 
attended by Tusharkanti Be-
hera, Minister For Electron-
ics and IT, Sports And Youth 
Services And Home, Govern-
ment of Odisha, Hockey India 
President and former hockey 
player Dilip Tirkey, Hockey 
India Secretary General Bhola 
Nath Singh, Executive Members 
of Hockey India, former players 
and also technical officials and 
umpires from India who have 
been named to officiate at the 
Hangzhou Asian Games.

While there was as much fun, 
frolic and joyous celebrations 
with some enticing performanc-
es of yakshagana - a traditional 
dance-drama with origins in 
Dakshina Karnataka, Rajast-
hani folk and a fusion ensemble 
- the event also underlined the 
team›s preparedness to bag the 
top honours in the quadrennial 
extravaganza.

While Hockey India officially 
announced the members of the 
Men and Women Teams, they 
also anointed Harmanpreet 
Singh as the Captain and Har-
dik Singh as his deputy for the 

Men›s squad while Savita will 
continue to lead the women›s 
side along with Deep Grace 
Ekka as the Vice Captain.

The men’s team comprises 
PR Sreejesh, Krishan Pathak, 
Varun Kumar, Amit Rohidas, 
Jarmanpreet Singh, Harman-
preet Singh, Sanjay, Sumit, 
Nilakanta Sharma, Hardik 
Singh, Manpreet Singh, Vi-
vek Sagar Prasad, Shamsher 
Singh, Abhishek, Gurjant Singh, 
Mandeep Singh, Sukhjeet Singh 
and Lalit Kumar Upadhyay. 
The women›s team includes 
Savita, Bichu Devi Kharibam, 
Deepika, Lalremsiami, Monika, 
Navneet Kaur, Neha, Nisha, 
Sonika, Udita, Ishika Chaud-
hary, Deep Grace Ekka, Van-
dana Katariya, Sangita Kumari, 
Vaishnavi Vittal Phalke, Nikki 
Pradhan, Sushila Chanu and 
Salima Tete. Having arrived in 
Bangalore from Odisha to see 
off the teams, the Minister For 
Electronics and IT, Sports And 
Youth Services And Home, Gov-
ernment of Odisha, Tusharkanti 
Behera said, “I am very happy 
to be here for the send-off cer-
emony and personally wish the 
Indian Teams for the Hangzhou 
Asian Games. Having closely 
followed the recent success of 
both men›s and women’s teams, 
I am confident that they will 
bring home top laurels. I wish 
you all the very best.»

Speaking on the occasion, 
President, Hockey India, Dilip 
Tirkey said, «Sunehra Safar”- not 
only signifies the team›s journey 
from India to Hangzhou, China 
but it also signifies the years of 
hard work, dedication and sac-
rifices the players have made - 
training here in Bangalore, away 
from their families. Hockey In-
dia, through this event, acknowl-
edges the incredible efforts put 
in by the families of the players.

SrK’s ‘Bete ko haath...’ 
dialogue in ‘Jawan’ 
trailer makes Sameer 
Wankhede trend on X

MuMbai: It was the trailer of the 
Shah Rukh Khan and Nayanthara-
starrer ‘Jawan’ that was released 
on Thursday, but why is Sameer 
Wankhede, the controversial Nar-
cotics Control Bureau (NCB) offi-
cer, trending? It is because of the 
line mouthed by Shah Rukh Khan’s 
character in the ‘Jawan’ trailer, and 
it comes right after the credit line, 
‘Produced by Gauri Khan’: “Bete ko 
haath lagane se pahle, baap se baat 
kar.” The declaration was seen by 
SRK fans as King Khan sending out “a 
clear message to Sameer Wankhede 
and his handlers in Delhi”. On the 
face of it, it may seem like just another 
dialogue in the context of the film and 
its story, but for the twitterverse (or 
Xverse), it seemed like SRK’s fitting 
riposte to Wankhede for the arrest 
of Aryan Khan and the media circus 
that the now-discredited officer had 
instigated around King Khan’s son.

aP dhillon says 
success of ‘With 
You’ reflects his goal 
to make Punjabi 
music global

New Delhi: Singer AP Dhillon 
has been soaring high on Spotify 
with his new single ‘With You’, 
which has become one of the 
biggest streamed tracks on the 
platform. Regarding the success 
of it, the Canadian-Punjabi singer 
has said that it’s his goal to take 
Punjabi culture to the world and 
‘With You’ is a reflection of that. 
“Taking Punjabi culture global has 
been at the heart of all the music I 
make. My goal is to create some-
thing that can appeal to all types of 
listeners and something that lasts 
for generations. My new single 
‘With You’ reflects this and the love 
I’ve received for this single has been 
amazing to see, “ AP Dhillon said. 
As for ‘With You’, the track has 
reached number 2 on the Spotify’s 
Weekly Top Songs India chart and 
number 38 on Spotify Daily Global 
Charts. This success has only got 
him more excited, with the singer 
saying “Reaching number 38 on 
the Spotify Daily Global Charts is 
a milestone moment for me, and 
I can’t wait to do more, “ he said.
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